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ABSTRACT
THE GENETIC MAKINGS OF THE SUPERORGANISM
Michael Warner
Timothy Linksvayer

The evolutionary transition to eusociality entailed the origin of caste-based division of labor
along with novel communication systems to regulate colony division of labor. Despite many
recent studies on the genetic mechanisms underlying the transition to eusociality, or
superorganismality, it is still largely unknown what genes are important, whether or not similar
sets of genes are used in distinct origins of eusociality, and how related genes evolve. In this
thesis, I perform large-scale RNA-sequencing experiments to identify genes underlying castebased division of labor and the social regulation of larval development. I incorporate population
genomic data to investigate the selective pressures acting on genes with caste-biased expression
or with strong inferred social regulatory effects. I review the theoretical factors governing the
evolution of genes associated with caste and interpret previous empirical findings in the field. I
close with recommendations for future study into the genetic mechanisms and evolutionary
features of the superorganism.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction
Major transitions in evolution entail the coming together of individual components to form a
larger whole, in which previously self-sufficient individuals can no longer reproduce outside of
this greater entity1. Such transitions in organismality require cooperation2, and the alignment of
fitness interests within a greater organism enables the evolution of specialization and division of
labor1. For example, because each cell within multicellular organisms no longer needs to
reproduce on its own, individual cells can specialize on reproduction or other somatic tasks3.
Specialization has many benefits, but it also requires the evolution of specialized communication
systems, as individuals must coordinate activity and reduce conflicts to function efficiently within
this new collective environment4. These two components -- specialization and communication -were essential for each evolutionary transition.
The final major transition in biocomplexity, to eusociality, has occurred many times in
taxa including shrimp5, mammals6, and, most prominently, insects7. With the transition to
eusociality, the focus of natural selection shifts from individuals to the colony, such that selection
operates on the fitness of “superorganisms”8. In eusocial insect colonies, division of labor is
accomplished through an elaborate caste system. This caste system includes morphologically
distinct individuals such as reproductive queens and non-reproductive workers as well as
temporal castes such as nurses and foragers7. These specialized individuals can be thought of as
social anatomy, representing the different tissues of the superorganism9. While the caste system
provides the basis for division of labor, division of labor itself must be regulated by
communication between individuals. These communication systems, including pheromones,
specialized behaviors, and novel chemical and morphological structures are collectively referred
to as social physiology9,10.
The study of eusociality has traditionally proceeded along the avenues of behavior7 and
theory11, while more mechanistic work was performed in model organisms. One of the great
promises of the genomics revolution is the ability to elucidate the molecular mechanisms that
1

underlie traits in non-model organisms12. For eusocial insects, this has been phrased as the ability
to understand social life in molecular terms, termed “sociogenomics”13,14. While researchers have
sought clear genomic signatures of eusociality, comparative genomic studies have found that few
genes are commonly positively selected or commonly associated with social phenotypes15–17. As a
result, it has become accepted that the signatures of the transition to eusociality may be more
subtle, including broader categories of commonly used general functions such as metabolism and
communication16,18.
One of the major goals for researchers in social insects has been to identify genes
underlying caste-based division of labor16,19–30. However, this has proved more challenging than
initially anticipated. There appear to be no or very few genes exclusively expressed in either
queens or workers31, and caste-biased expression often varies as a function of tissue27,28,32,
development stage20,28,33,34, and age27. As a result, studies have largely failed to identify genes
commonly associated with caste across repeated origins of eusociality16,19,22 or even within a
single origin of eusociality25.
While much attention has been paid to the transcriptomic basis of caste (i.e. social
anatomy), few studies have investigated the genetic mechanisms underlying social
physiology35,36. Probably the most important and complex type of social interactions occur
between developing larvae and the nurses that feed them. Worker nurses strictly control the diet
and environment experienced by larvae, which ultimately controls larval developmental
trajectories and colony-wide division of labor37,38. In turn, larvae can manipulate worker behavior
including feeding using pheromonal39–42 and behavioral cues43,44. In addition to nutrients, it was
recently shown that nurses pass compounds such as microRNAs, proteins, and growth-regulating
hormones to larvae36,45. In general, it is hypothesized that genes expressed in nurses regulate the
expression of genes in larvae and vise-versa38. However, studies have only begun to attempt to
identify genes underlying this social interaction35,46, and no study has explicitly studied the social
regulation of gene expression between nurses and larvae.
2

Related to the goal of identifying the specific genes important for the evolution of the
superorganism is the question of how such genes evolve. This is a particularly relevant question
because the worker caste is the prototypical example of an altruistic trait. Workers do not
themselves reproduce, so selection acts on worker traits through the fitness of related
reproductive individuals (queens and males)11. This leads to the prediction that selection acts less
efficiently on genes associated with worker traits than genes associated with queen traits, given
equal strengths of phenotypic selection on queen and worker traits47,48. There have been many
comparisons of the molecular evolution of genes with caste-biased expression27,28,49–56, but for the
most part these studies have not been grounded in fundamental theoretical concepts. In lieu of
formal theory, such papers have invoked phenomena such as plasticity27,50,55 and natural
history54,56 to explain empirical patterns. Furthermore, the methodology, results, and
interpretation of such studies have varied substantially.
In this thesis, I seek to elucidate the evolutionary genetic mechanisms underlying social
anatomy and social physiology, with the ultimate goal of understanding how the stunning
evolutionary transition to eusociality originated, diversified, and continues to evolve. In Chapter
2, I identify genes associated with caste across two origins of eusociality in pharaoh ants and
honey bees, investigate to what degree the same sets of genes are associated with caste in lineages
which have independently evolved caste systems, and assess the evolutionary and network
characteristics of genes underlying caste. In Chapter 3, I reconstruct social gene regulatory
networks that underlie ant nurse-larva social interactions, and I incorporate comparative genomic
data to understand how these genes evolve. In Chapter 4, I comprehensively review the
theoretical concepts and empirical results surrounding the molecular evolution of genes
associated with caste dimorphism. Following this theoretical and empirical review, I conclude the
chapter with novel empirical analyses and a discussion of the future prospects and directions of
the field. Finally, I close my thesis with a retrospective of the major conclusions from my thesis
as well as my perspectives on the current state and direction of the field of sociogenomics.
3
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CHAPTER 2. Convergent eusocial evolution is based on a shared reproductive
groundplan plus lineage-specific plastic genes
Michael R. Warner1, Lijun Qiu2, Michael J. Holmes2,3, Alexander S. Mikheyev2,4, Timothy A.
Linksvayer1
1

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology, Okinawa, Japan
3
School of Life and Environmental Science, University of Sydney, Australia
4
Research School of Biology, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
2

Abstract
Eusociality has convergently evolved multiple times, but the genomic basis of caste-based
division of labor and degree to which independent origins of eusociality have utilized common
genes remains largely unknown. We characterized caste-specific transcriptomic profiles across
development and adult body segments from pharaoh ants (Monomorium pharaonis) and honey
bees (Apis mellifera), representing two independent origins of eusociality. We identified a
substantial shared core of genes upregulated in the abdomens of queen ants and honey bees that
also tends to be upregulated in mated female flies, suggesting that these genes are part of a
conserved insect reproductive groundplan. Outside of this shared groundplan, few genes are
differentially expressed in common. Instead, the majority of the thousands of caste-associated
genes are plastically-expressed, rapidly evolving, and relatively evolutionarily young. These
results emphasize that the recruitment of both highly conserved and lineage-specific genes
underlie the convergent evolution of novel traits such as eusociality.
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Introduction
The degree to which convergent phenotypic evolution involves the same sets of genes or
pathways is a major unanswered question1. Comparative genomic studies indicate that parallel
adaptive changes in the protein-coding sequences of the same genes are frequently associated
with the evolution of convergent phenotypes in closely related populations and species2,3.
Decades of research in evolutionary developmental biology also emphasize that changes in the
expression of a relatively small toolkit of deeply conserved genes are often associated with
convergently evolved phenotypes in distantly related species4. Alternatively, convergent
phenotypic evolution between lineages could involve distinct subsets of genes in each lineage,
including taxonomically-restricted genes, genes which have no detectable orthology outside of a
given lineage5. Taxonomically-restricted genes have been shown to be important for lineagespecific evolutionary novelties6, but their relative contribution to the evolution of convergent
phenotypes is unknown.
The evolution of eusociality in several insect lineages (e.g., ants, honey bees, vespid
wasps, termites) provides a striking example of convergent phenotypic innovation7. Eusocial
insect societies are founded upon a novel caste polyphenism, in which reproductive queen and
non-reproductive worker female castes develop from the same genome, depending mainly on
socially-regulated nutritional inputs8,9. Within the worker caste, further specialization often
occurs as individuals age and progress through a series of tasks, including nursing and foraging7.
Polyphenic traits are often thought to evolve from pre-existing developmental plasticity10.
Leading hypotheses for the evolution of caste-based division of labor in social insects also stress
the use and modification of highly conserved developmental and physiological mechanisms11–15.
For example, the reproductive and non-reproductive phases of ancestral solitary insects are
thought to have been decoupled to produce reproductive and non-reproductive castes11,16, and
worker division of labor is similarly thought to be derived from the decoupling of the ancestral
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reproductive cycle13,16,17. Along the same lines, it has been suggested that the convergent
evolution of novel social behavior involves changes to the regulation of a core toolkit of genes
underlying highly conserved physiological processes such as metabolism14,15.
Studies focused on candidate genes underlying the genetic basis of caste-based division
of labor within individual eusocial species have often found support for the importance of highly
conserved genes and pathways associated with reproduction and metabolism. For example,
worker division of labor in honey bees is regulated by interactions between juvenile hormone,
vitellogenin, and insulin/TOR signaling pathways13,17,18. Similar pathways also play key roles in
regulating division of labor between queen and worker castes in both ants and honey bees, though
the mechanistic details vary19–22. While comparative genomic and transcriptomic studies have
often similarly emphasized common general functions such as metabolism, such studies have thus
far only identified very small sets of specific genes associated with the convergent evolution of
caste, worker behavior, or eusociality in independent lineages15,23–27. Alternatively, many
transcriptomic studies have argued for the importance of taxonomically-restricted genes for the
evolution of caste-based division of labor28–34. It is unclear if the lack of common specific genes
is due to biological differences between the species or methodological details because studies in
each species were not designed, conducted, or analyzed in parallel.
Previous work has mainly focused on identifying whether there is significant overlap of
genes or gene pathways associated with caste-based division of labor between independent
lineages23,26,27, but there has been little effort to quantify the relative importance of shared versus
unshared genes to the convergent evolution of caste-based division of labor. Most of these studies
have either focused on brain or whole body samples15,22,24,26,33,35–37, although expression bias
between queens and workers has been shown to be dependent upon developmental stage and
tissue type34,38–40. Finally, the transcriptomic signatures of reproductive physiology are strongest
in the abdomen34,41, the location of reproductive organs, but no past study has explicitly compared
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caste bias in abdominal tissues in species from lineages representing independent origins of
eusociality.
Here, we present to date the most comprehensive developmental transcriptomic dataset
investigating gene expression associated with reproductive caste and age-based worker division
of labor in the pharaoh ant (Monomorium pharaonis) and the honey bee (Apis mellifera). We
focus on these two study species because they represent two independent origins of eusociality in
the ant and corbiculate bee lineages42 as well as two independent elaborations of eusociality, each
characterized by strong queen-worker dimorphism and age-based worker division of labor33,43.
We perform all sampling, sequencing, and analysis for the two species in parallel to maximize
compatibility between the data sets. We leverage this extensive dataset to quantify in an unbiased
manner the relative contribution of differential expression of shared versus distinct genes at each
life stage and tissue to the convergent evolution of caste-based division of labor. We identify a
large group of genes which are associated with queen abdomens in both eusocial species and tend
to be female-biased in Drosophila melanogaster. Outside of this shared core, few genes are
differentially expressed in both species in the same tissue or developmental stage, and genes with
high degrees of caste-biased expression tend to be weakly constrained in terms of expression
profile and sequence evolution.

Results
Study design
We constructed two large, parallel transcriptomic datasets in honey bees and pharaoh ants
spanning caste development as well as adult tissues separated by reproductive caste (queens
versus workers), behavior (nurse workers versus forager workers), and sex (queens and workers
versus males). In total we constructed 177 mRNA-sequencing libraries across 28 distinct sample
types for each species (Supplementary Table 1).
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Differential expression between queens and workers
To identify genes associated with caste development and adult caste dimorphism, we performed
differential expression analysis between queens and workers at each developmental stage and
adult tissue, separately for each species. The number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
between queens and workers increased throughout development, peaking in the adult abdomen
(Fig. 1a). In all tissues and stages, the majority of caste-associated DEGs in one species were
either not differentially expressed or did not have an ortholog in the other species (Fig. 1a;
Supplementary Figure 1a; Supplementary Table 2). The magnitude of gene-wise caste bias (as
measured by log2 fold-change between queen and worker samples) was weakly positively
correlated between ant and honey bee orthologs in all three adult tissues, with the strongest
correlation in the abdomen, but uncorrelated or negatively correlated in all larval and pupal stages
(Supplementary Figure 2; Pearson correlation; rhead = 0.089; rthorax = 0.161; rabdomen = 0.275; N =
7460 1:1 orthologs; P < 0.001 in all cases). The top enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms for
caste-associated DEGs in each species were dominated by metabolism, signaling and
developmental processes (Supplementary Tables 3-4).

Differential expression between nurses and foragers
Both honey bees43 and pharaoh ants33 exhibit age-based worker division of labor, in which
younger individuals tend to specialize on nursing and other within-nest activities and older
individuals specialize on foraging. To identify genes associated with age-based worker division
of labor, we performed differential expression analysis between nurses and foragers in each adult
tissue, separately for each species. In general, there were very few behavioral DEGs shared
between the two species (Fig. 1b; Supplementary Figure 1b; Supplementary Table 5). Gene-wise
log2 fold-change between nurses and foragers was significantly but weakly correlated across ant
and honey bee orthologs (Supplementary Figure 3; Pearson correlation; rhead = 0.070, Phead <
0.001; rthorax = 0.031, Pthorax = 0.008; rabdomen = 0.051, Pabdomen < 0.001; N = 7460 1:1 orthologs).
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The top enriched GO terms for behavioral DEGs in each species were dominated by metabolism
and developmental processes (Supplementary Tables 6-7).

Shared abdominal caste-bias in ancient genes
For the most part, our results indicate distinct genes are associated with caste and worker division
of labor in honey bees and ants. However, approximately one third of abdominal caste-associated
DEGs were common to both species (Fig. 1a; 1545 shared DEGs, comprising 35% [1545/4395]
of ant DEGs, and 29% [1545/5352] of honey bee DEGs). Most shared abdominal differential
expression was the result of shared queen-bias: 56% (858/1545 genes) of shared abdominal casteassociated DEGs were upregulated in queen abdomens in both species, compared to 22%
(338/1545) that were worker-upregulated in both species and 23% (349/1545) that reversed
direction (i.e. were queen-biased in one species and worker-biased in the other). Shared
abdominal caste-associated DEGs were more likely to be identified as evolutionarily ancient in
comparison to non-biased genes (Fig. 1c; Supplementary Figure 1c; Fisher Test; F = 3.41, P <
0.001). Furthermore, abdominal DEGs with shared queen bias were more likely to be identified
as ancient than DEGs with shared worker bias (Fig. 1c; Fisher Test; F = 2.51, P < 0.001). In
general, the evolutionary age of genes was associated with expression bias between castes,
though the direction of the effect was not consistent across all tissues and stages (Supplementary
Figure 4).
We next tried to put the seemingly large proportion of shared abdominal caste-associated
DEGs (35% for ants and 29% for honey bees) into context. We compared the proportion of genes
that were differentially expressed across embryonic and larval development in both species, given
that the molecular mechanisms of development are thought to be highly conserved44. We
identified 6089 and 6225 developmental DEGs in ants and honey bees, respectively, including
2544 shared DEGs, representing 42% (2544/6089) and 41% (2544/6255) of the total
developmental DEGs in each species (Supplementary Figure 5).
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To identify which of the thousands of abdominal DEGs found in each species are
particularly important for queen abdominal expression (and presumably function), we performed
gene co-expression analysis, separately for each species. We focused on modules specifically
associated with queens because the majority of shared DEGs were queen-upregulated. We
identified a module of genes specifically associated with queen abdominal expression in each
species (N = 1006 genes in the module for ants, N = 1174 genes for honey bees). We identified
hub genes in each module (N = 92 genes in ants, N = 94 genes in honey bees), genes which are
centrally connected in networks and strongly associated with queen abdominal expression45.
Many annotated hub genes are inferred to have functions associated with reproduction and
maternal effects (Supplementary Tables 8-9), including genes with known roles in caste
determination such as vitellogenin (Vg receptor was identified in each species)20 and vasa46, while
others are important maternal proteins such as Smaug47 and ovo48. Furthermore, genes for which
Drosophila melanogaster orthologs are known to function in oogenesis (based on FlyBase Gene
Ontology49) were more highly connected within the queen abdominal modules than genes not
associated with oogenesis (Supplementary Figure 6) for honey bees (Wilcoxon test; N = 649; P <
0.001), though not for ants (N = 542; P = 0.114). Finally, we identified 181 genes which were
present in the queen abdominal module of both species. These genes tended to be queen-biased
(78.5% [142/181] upregulated in queens of both species) and were more centrally-located within
modules than genes found in only one species-specific module (Fig. 2c-d).

Caste bias is in part derived from ancestral sex bias
Given that our co-expression analysis indicated that many important queen-upregulated genes are
associated with oogenesis and overall female reproduction, we reasoned that caste-biased
expression would be linked to sex-biased expression (i.e. expression differences between
reproductive females and males). Indeed, there was a positive correlation between gene-wise log2
fold change between queen and worker abdomens and gene-wise log2 fold-change between queen
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and male abdomens in both honey bees and pharaoh ants (Fig. 3a-b). Additionally, sex bias itself
was correlated between species (Fig. 3c). The correlation of caste bias and sex bias was not
restricted to the abdomen, as there were similar highly significant effects when comparing
transcriptomic profiles in head and thoracic tissues, albeit with weaker effect sizes
(Supplementary Figure 7).
Given the association between shared caste bias and sex bias within pharaoh ants and
honey bees, we hypothesized that these shared caste-biased genes were derived from conserved
pathways that also underlie sexual dimorphism for reproductive physiology in distant relatives.
To test this hypothesis, we estimated sex-biased expression of orthologs in the fruit fly D.
melanogaster using available data from male and mated female whole bodies44. Shared queenbiased abdominal DEGs tended to be upregulated in females in D. melanogaster (Fig. 3d; onesided Binomial test for likelihood of shared queen-biased DEGs having log2 fold-change > 0; P <
0.001; N = 566 shared queen DEGs), while shared worker-biased abdominal DEGs tended to be
upregulated in males (Binomial test; P < 0.001; N = 160 shared worker DEGs), indicative of
shared queen (social insects) and female (fly) down-regulation. Though we detected few shared
caste-associated DEGs in the head and thorax (N = 38 and N = 64, respectively), these DEGs
showed the same pattern, where orthologs of queen-biased DEGs were significantly more femalebiased in D. melanogaster than orthologs of worker-biased DEGs (Supplementary Figure 8).

Expression plasticity across development, caste, and tissue is correlated between species
While we have emphasized the conservation of abdominal differential expression between queens
and workers in pharaoh ants and honey bees, differential expression based on either reproductive
caste or worker division of labor was largely not shared between species (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
genes were often differentially expressed across many stages and tissues, sometimes in opposite
directions (Supplementary Figure 9; e.g., upregulated in queen heads but downregulated in queen
abdomens). To quantify the degree to which genes exhibited biased expression according to
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reproductive caste across all developmental stages and tissues, we calculated gene-wise overall
caste bias in each species, where we defined overall caste bias as the Euclidean distance of log2
fold-change across all queen/worker comparisons49. Similarly, we defined overall behavior bias
as the Euclidean distance of log2 fold-change across all nurse/forager comparisons, separately for
each species.
Across 1:1 orthologs, overall caste bias measured in ants was correlated to overall caste
bias measured in honey bees (Supplementary Figure 10a; Spearman correlation; rho = 0.454, P <
0.001), and overall behavior bias was similarly correlated between species (Supplementary Figure
10b; Spearman correlation; rho = 0.221, P < 0.001). Within species, overall caste and behavior
bias were also correlated to each other (Supplementary Figure 11; Spearman correlation; ants: rho
= 0.549, P < 0.001; honey bees: rho = 0.642, P < 0.001). This indicates that plasticity in gene
expression is correlated across contexts (caste versus behavior) and species. GO terms associated
with high overall caste bias were largely linked to metabolism, while those associated with high
overall behavior bias were largely linked to developmental processes (Supplementary Table 10).

Characteristics of genes associated with caste and behavior
We compared overall caste bias and overall behavior bias to gene age, evolutionary rate, network
connectivity, and tissue-specificity to understand the general features of genes commonly
associated with caste (queen versus worker) or behavior (nursing versus foraging). Genes with
younger estimated evolutionary ages tended to exhibit higher overall caste bias (Fig. 4a-b) and
behavior bias (Supplementary Figure 12a-b) compared in particular to ancient genes (Gamma
GLM; ant caste bias: c2 = 900.19, honey bee caste bias: c2= 1412.80, ant behavior bias: c2 =
316.36, honey bee behavior bias: c2 = 877.43; P < 0.001 for all cases; N = 10520 in ant, N =
10011 in honey bees). Genes that were loosely connected (representing peripheral network
elements) in co-expression networks constructed across all samples tended to exhibit more caste
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and behavior bias in comparison to highly connected genes (Fig. 4c-d; Supplementary Figure
12c-d). Similarly, genes with high tissue-specificity across 12 honey bee tissues tended to exhibit
higher values of caste and behavior bias in honey bees compared to more pleiotropic,
ubiquitously expressed genes (Supplementary Figure 13), where tissue specificity was calculated
using available data32. Finally, genes that were rapidly evolving (as estimated by dN/dS) tended
to exhibit higher levels of caste and behavior bias (Fig. 4e-f; Supplementary Figure 12e-f).
Importantly, while expression is correlated to overall caste and behavior bias, these results remain
highly significant when expression level is controlled for in partial correlation analyses
(Supplementary Table 11).

Discussion
Caste-based division of labor within social insect colonies is hypothesized to be derived from
conserved pathways regulating reproduction11,13,16,17. In this study, we identified a large set
(~1500) of genes with shared caste-biased abdominal expression in pharaoh ants and honey bees
(Fig. 1a), including many annotated genes with known roles in reproduction such as the
vitellogenin receptor20 and ovo48. Our results are consistent with the notion that caste-biased genes
are derived from ancient plastically-expressed genes underlying female reproduction, as genes
upregulated in queen abdomens of both ants and honey bees tended to also be female-biased in
the distant insect relative Drosophila melanogaster (Fig. 3d). Previous studies had failed to find
large sets of genes repeatedly used for eusocial evolution23–27, but no previous comparative study
investigated caste-biased expression in the abdomen.
The large overlap for abdominal caste-associated genes is notable because honey bees
and ants last shared a common ancestor approximately 160 million years ago50, and this overlap is
nearly as much as we see for genes that were differentially expressed across developmental stages
(Supplementary Figure 5). Shared developmental molecular mechanisms are presumably due
simply to shared ancestry and the deep conservation of developmental mechanisms44,51. The
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similar level of overlap for caste-associated genes points to the large-scale recruitment of preexisting developmental and physiological machinery during the independent evolution of castebased division of labor in ant and honey bee lineages. Additionally, the association between sexbias in D. melanogaster and shared caste-bias in social insects extended to the head and thorax
(Supplementary Figure 8), and caste- and sex-bias were correlated within species (Supplementary
Figure 7). This indicates that although the strongest signature of overlap in caste-biased
expression occurred in the abdomen, the association of caste- and sex-bias is not simply driven by
the presence of ovaries but rather due to shared female reproductive physiology that is largely
conserved across insects.
While reproductive caste in complex eusocial societies such as ants and honey bees is
typically fixed in adulthood, the tasks performed by workers (specifically, nursing versus
foraging) change over the course of the worker’s adult lifetime18,33. This plastic behavioral change
is known to be accompanied by a wide range of physiological changes and is regulated at least in
part by conserved physiological pathways, for example, those involving insulin signaling,
juvenile hormone, and vitellogenin18,21. However, we identified few genes that were commonly
differentially expressed between nurses and foragers in honey bees and pharaoh ants (Fig. 1b),
and the proportion of shared genes was much lower in comparison to genes underlying abdominal
differences between queens and workers. This could reflect a combination of different roles of
nurses and foragers between lineages7 as well as differences in the precise molecular relationships
between these conserved pathways20,52,53. Nonetheless, we did identify a number of enriched Gene
Ontology categories associated with development and metabolism in each species
(Supplementary Tables 6-7), which is consistent with the notion that the transition from nurse to
forager is essentially a developmental process, and that common molecular pathways may
provide the raw genetic material for social evolution14,26,27.
Conserved factors or pathways clearly play important roles in aspects of caste
development and function as well as the transition from nursing to foraging, but our results and
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other studies indicate that the majority of the full transcriptomic architecture associated with caste
and age polyethism is not shared between species26,29,33,36,37. This lineage-specific architecture is
comprised of large groups of both orthologous genes with different expression patterns and
taxonomically-restricted genes (Fig. 1a-b). In contrast to the low amount of context-specific
overlap in differential expression, the overall degree of caste-associated plastic expression across
stages and tissues (overall caste bias) was correlated between species (Supplementary Figure 10ab), and expression plasticity between queens and workers was correlated to expression plasticity
between nurses and foragers (Supplementary Figure 11). Genes with high levels of caste or
behavior bias tended to exhibit a suite of network and evolutionary features including being
loosely connected in regulatory networks, evolutionarily young, and rapidly evolving (Fig. 4;
Supplementary Figure 12) as well as displaying tissue-specific expression profiles
(Supplementary Figure 10) in comparison to more ubiquitously-expressed genes.
These network and evolutionary characteristics have commonly been implicated for
genes underlying eusocial evolution36,54–56, particularly in association with the worker caste28–33.
While factors such as evolutionary age and rate to some degree cannot be reliably disentangled57,
these characteristics together reflect relaxed selection on genes’ coding sequences and expression
profile. This may indicate that caste-bias evolves from pre-existing expression plasticity54. This
could occur when genes that were previously tightly regulated in another context acquire biased
expression58, which is possibly reflected in our results by the association between tissue
specificity and caste/behavior bias in honey bees (Supplementary Figure 10). Alternatively, castebiased expression could evolve neutrally, in which genes with loosely regulated expression
patterns acquire caste-biased expression randomly, through neutral or slightly deleterious
substitutions in regulatory sequences56,59. Our results are consistent with both mechanisms for the
evolution of caste bias: a large part of abdominal caste-bias seems to evolve through the novel
regulation of genes with sex-specific expression plasticity, while the bulk of the genes underlying
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caste-based division of labor exhibit characteristics generally reflective of genes which are
weakly constrained.

Conclusions
Our study shows that the recruitment of a large core of conserved reproductive-associated genes,
which can be described as a reproductive groundplan, is fundamental to the convergent evolution
of caste-based division of labor in ants and honey bees. However, our study also reveals that the
bulk of the full genetic architecture underlying the expression of social insect caste-based division
of labor varies between lineages. This is reflected by the general biology of social insects, in that
independently evolved societies share reproductive division of labor, the main defining feature of
eusociality, but also display a wide diversity of lineage-specific adaptations7. Future studies
including more species will be necessary to determine the generality of the patterns (e.g., the
precise numbers of shared and lineage-specific genes) we found. It is likely that a relatively small
number of core conserved genes exist as upstream hubs in regulatory networks, and layered
downstream of this core is a myriad of taxonomically-restricted genes as well as conserved genes
with lineage-specific expression patterns6,32,33,60. This is consistent with models for the evolution
of hierarchical developmental gene regulatory networks, whereby a relatively small number of
highly conserved genes act upstream to initiate gene cascades (e.g., to set up body-patterning),
while batteries of downstream genes are evolutionarily labile and largely responsible for lineagespecific features61. Recent studies have made progress elucidating the function of several core
genes and pathways for caste19,21,22,62. Large-scale transcriptomic studies such as ours serve a
complimentary, indispensable role of identifying the full suite of genes underlying caste-based
division of labor in multiple independent lineages.
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Methods
Study design
We collected parallel time series RNA-seq data of caste development in the pharaoh ant
Monomorium pharaonis and the honey bee Apis mellifera, including seven developmental stages
(egg, five larval stages, one pupal stage) plus each of three adult body segments (head, thorax,
abdomen) in both species (Supplementary Table 1). We collected three biological replicates of
each specific sample type. Each biological replicate contained a pool of individuals (N = 10 for
ants, N = 5 for honey bees) from the same colony, such that each biological replicate corresponds
to a colony. The only exception to this was mature honey bee queens, which were sampled from
separate unrelated colonies. In collecting these samples, we complied with all relevant ethical
regulations for animal testing and research.

Differential Expression Analysis
To identify caste-associated differentially-expressed genes (DEGs), we performed differential
expression analysis between queens and workers at each developmental stage and tissue,
separately for each species. We removed lowly-expressed genes that did not meet one of two
criteria: 1) counts per million (CPM) greater than one in at least half the samples, or 2) CPM > 1
in all samples of a given tissue/stage/caste combination (to ensure tissue-specific genes were
retained). We removed 2350 lowly-expressed genes in ants, leaving 10804 genes for further
analysis, and we removed 2036 genes in bees, leaving 11775 genes for further analysis. We
constructed GLM-like models including replicate and caste and identified genes associated with
caste at each stage or tissue using EdgeR63. Similarly, to identify behavioral DEGs we performed
differential expression analyses between nurses and foragers for each tissue. To identify
developmental DEGs in each species, we constructed models with all larval and egg samples and
identified genes differentially expressed between any developmental stage, controlling for overall
caste differences. To estimate gene-wise sex-bias of D. melanogaster orthologs, we downloaded
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available whole body RNA-seq data44, consisting of one 5-day old and one 30-day old fly of each
sex, and performed differential expression analysis as above.

Coexpression Network Analysis
We performed plaid clustering, a non-deterministic biclustering algorithm64. Biclustering seeks to
identify groups of genes that are co-expressed across a specific subset of samples65. For each
species, we constructed networks with all samples to ensure proper resolution of gene-gene coexpression relationships. We identified genes that were consistently associated with a queenabdomen specific bicluster across 1000 iterations, which we term queen abdominal modules (see
Supplementary Methods). We conservatively identified module hub genes as genes with intramodule connectivity in at least the 90th percentile and abdominal log2 fold-change values greater
than 2 (representing a 4-fold increase in expression in queen relative to worker abdomens). We
calculated the connectivity of each gene as the weighted sum of the Pearson correlation of
expression between the given gene and all other genes, where we raised each correlation to the
6th power, the default value for weighted gene co-expression analysis66. Intra-module
connectivity (used in Fig. 2) represents the connectivity of genes within the queen abdominal
module to other genes within the module, while total network connectivity (used in Fig. 4)
represents the connectivity of genes across the entire transcriptome, after filtering out lowlyexpressed genes.

Estimation of tissue specificity
We downloaded available RNA-sequencing data on twelve tissues in A. mellifera worker nurses
and foragers32. To classify genes by their tissue specificity, we calculated t, a commonly used
metric of expression specificity67. t ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that genes are
ubiquitously expressed and 1 indicates that genes are exclusively expressed in one tissue.
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Estimation of evolutionary rate
We estimated evolutionary rate using dN/dS, the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous
nucleotide changes. We estimated pairwise dN/dS between each focal species and a second
closely related species with an available genome (A. mellifera: A. cerana; M. pharaonis: S.
invicta). For each 1:1 ortholog pair, we selected the longest transcript associated with the gene for
each pair of species. We aligned orthologous protein sequences using ClustalW68, derived
nucleotide alignments from protein alignments using pal2nal69, and estimated pairwise dN/dS of
nucleotide alignments using PAML, package codeml70.

Partial correlation analysis
We performed partial Spearman correlations between overall bias and evolutionary/network
characteristics, controlling for the effect of expression.

Code availability
All scripts required to perform all analyses and generate figures and tables are available on
Github: https://github.com/warnerm/devnetwork.

Data Availability
All data and scripts required to generate figures, tables, and perform statistical analyses are
available on Github: https://github.com/warnerm/devnetwork. Raw reads are deposited at DNA
Data Bank of Japan.
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Supplementary Methods
Study Design Details
We separated adults into the three main body segments (head, mesosoma, and metosoma) upon
sample collection and sequenced pools of each body segment separately. For convenience, we
refer to these segments as “head”, “thorax”, and “abdominal” tissues throughout. We sequenced
whole embryos and whole bodies of larvae and pupae. Each sample represents a pool of
individuals taken from the same colony (N = 10 for ants, N = 5 for honey bees), and replicate
samples of the same type represent pools of individuals taken from different colonies.

Ant collection
To collect samples of M. pharaonis across development, we created 27 replicate colonies of ~400
workers and ~400 total larvae from a large mixed genetic source. We removed queens from each
colony, which stimulates the production of new queens and males from existing eggs and L1
larvae in M. pharaonis1–3. We pre-assigned each colony to one of nine sample types, ordered by
developmental timing (egg, L1-L5 larvae, pupae, virgin queens/males, nurses/foragers). We
allowed the 27 colonies to grow for four weeks, and collected samples progressively when the
youngest individuals left in the colonies represented the assigned developmental stage (note that
M. pharaonis workers, lacking ovaries4, do not begin to lay eggs, so the brood progressively ages
as no replacement eggs are laid).
We identified larval stage and caste as previously described5, by hair and morphology6.
To synchronize pupal developmental collection, we exclusively sampled pupae whose eyes had
darkened. We sampled males as soon as they had eclosed as adults from the pupal stage. While
M. pharaonis does exhibit age polyethism with respect to nursing and foraging7, the precise
dynamics with regard to age are not well studied in comparison to honey bees. Therefore, we
distinguished between nurses and foragers based on behavioral observation. Specifically, we
observed nurses feeding larvae and we observed foragers collecting food. We sampled egg-laying
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mature queens (3-4 months old) from the group of queens we initially removed to stimulate
reproduction to ensure that queens and workers came from the same genetic background.
Honey bee collection
To collect samples of A. mellifera across development, we established experimental colonies in
which queens were allowed to lay directly onto empty comb for 24 hours to ensure control of
larval age and that larvae of a given replicate were from the same queen. We collected eggs after
this period directly from the comb. After three days, we grafted a subset of hatched larvae into
artificial queen cells in queenless portions of the hive. Starting at that day, we sampled the five
stages of larvae (L1-L5) on each consecutive day. We sampled pupae once their eyes had
darkened to synchronize developmental timing. We sampled males by placing “hair-roller” cages
on top of cells during pupation and waiting for individuals to emerge from pupation. We sampled
egg-laying mature queens from separate, unrelated colonies and pooled them into replicate
samples. We paint-marked worker individuals upon emergence from the pupal stage and sampled
nurses that were less than 7 days old and foragers that were greater than 21 days old.

RNA extraction, sequencing, aligning to genomes
We isolated RNA using Trizol reagents. We performed cDNA synthesis and library preparation
using a previously described protocol8, with the only alteration being that the input RNA was
50ng and the cycle number of cDNA amplification was increased to sixteen. To compare sample
quality across the experiment and test our ability to detect lowly-expressed genes, we added
ERCC92 (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) spike-in mixes to total RNA prior to amplification. We
pooled libraries with an equal amount of cDNA and sequenced single-end for 50 cycles in
Illumina Hiseq 2500. We aligned reads to reference genomes using Bowtie29. All reads were
aligned to NCBI gene models (A. mellifera genome version 4.5, M. pharaonis genome version
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2.0, and D. melanogaster assembly release “6 plus ISO”). We estimated read count and
transcripts per million (TPM) using RSEM10.
Identification of orthologs
To identify orthologs between A. mellifera and M. pharaonis, we started with a curated orthology
map of aculeata species from OrthoDB911. We downloaded amino acid sequences for each
species from RefSeq12. We associated transcripts with OrthoDB9 protein names using BLASTp
(E-value 10-10) and identified the aculeata ortholog group matched by each gene based on the
identified BLASTp hits. In this way, we identified 1:1, one-to-many, and many-to-many
orthologous groups between A. mellifera and M. pharaonis. For direct comparison of the species,
we restricted our analysis to 1:1 orthologs (i.e. genes for which only one gene from each species
matches the given OrthoDB9 ortholog group). We identified three-way 1:1:1 orthologs between
A. mellifera, M. pharaonis, and Drosophila melanogaster using a similar procedure based on
endopterygota orthology groups from OrthoDB9.
Gene co-expression analysis
In contrast to many network methods which assess gene-gene relationships across all samples,
biclustering seeks to identify a group of genes which are coexpressed (i.e. exhibit concerted
expression changes) across a subset of sample types13. Given that our data contained a large
number of sample types, we reasoned that we could employ biclustering to identify groups of
genes particularly associated with a given sample type. While our level of biological replication
(N = 3 for each tissue/caste/stage combination) is low, including all samples in our biclustering
analysis allows high resolution of gene-gene co-expression relationships, and biclustering allows
for specificity of gene-sample relationships. We performed plaid clustering, one of the top
performing biclustering algorithms in a recent survey14, using the R package “biclust”15. Plaid
clustering models expression level for each gene as a function of bicluster weights, where only
biclusters containing the gene contribute to predicted expression level16,17. The algorithm
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iteratively constructs layers containing samples and genes and retains layers that improve the
model fit, where layers represent biclusters.
Plaid clustering is non-deterministic and individual biclusters are not found in every
iteration of clustering. To define a reasonable ensemble of biclusters, we performed clustering
1000 times separately for each species, using inverse hyperbolic sine transformed TPM
(transcripts per million)18. While a large number of interesting bicluster definitions are possible,
we decided to identify biclusters that consistently contained all queen abdomen samples to focus
our investigation on the tissue that exhibited the strongest signature of caste bias. Specifically, we
extracted biclusters containing all three mature queen abdomen samples and no more than three
other samples total. Honey bee queen abdomen samples clustered with egg samples, while
pharaoh ant queen samples did not cluster with egg samples. It is possible that this difference is a
result of a difference of age of the eggs at time of collection: honey bee eggs were 24 hours old
and likely still contained maternal RNA, while pharaoh ant eggs were 7 days old.
Because the same genes were not always present in such a bicluster, we tabulated the
number of queen abdomen biclusters each gene was found in and retained genes present in a
higher proportion of biclusters than a given cut-off, determined by inspection of frequency
distributions of bicluster presence. In pharaoh ants, we found a large set of genes present in
greater than 90% of queen abdomen biclusters, and we retained these genes for further analysis
(N = 1006 genes; Supplementary Figure. 14a, i.e. the same set of genes was repeatedly found). In
contrast, honey bee queen abdomen biclusters tended to contain one of two groups of genes, as
the frequency of presence in the bicluster peaks at 60% and 30% (Supplementary Figure. 14b).
Out of 1174 genes present in greater than 60% of the identified biclusters, 877 were differentially
expressed and upregulated in queen abdomens relative to worker abdomens (also note that this set
of genes exhibited much higher expression in eggs than the latter set). In contrast, out of 1057
genes present in 25-35% of biclusters, 611 out of were differentially expressed and upregulated in
worker abdomens, compared to 47 upregulated in queen abdomens. Therefore, it is clear that the
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more common bicluster represents genes associated with queen abdomens, so we retained this set
of genes for further analysis (N = 1174 genes).
We proceeded with our analysis using these identified sets of genes, which we term
modules associated with queen abdominal expression. We calculated connectivity in the module
(i.e. intra-module connectivity) as the sum of pairwise Pearson correlations, where correlation
values are raised to the sixth power, the standard value for unsigned weighted gene co-expression
networks19. A major goal of gene co-expression analysis is the identification of hub genes, genes
central to networks that are strongly associated to relevant traits20. To this end, we conservatively
identified hub genes associated with queen abdominal expression as genes with intra-module
connectivity in at least the 90th percentile and abdominal log2 fold-change values greater than 2
(representing a 4-fold increase in expression in queen relative to worker abdomens).
Phylostratigraphy
We estimated the evolutionary age of each gene using phylostratigraphy. Phylostratigraphy
groups genes into hierarchical age categories based on identifiable orthology (using
BLASTp)21,22. For example, genes found in ants and honey bees but not in non-aculeate
hymenopterans would be labeled “aculeata” genes, while genes shared between vertebrates and
insects would be labeled “bilateria”. For our purposes, we decided to focus on the difference
between “ancient” genes, which we defined as displaying orthology with non-insect animals, and
a number of hierarchical younger categories: “insect”, “hymenopteran”, “aculeate”, “ant”, “bee”,
and “novel” (where “ant” refers to genes found in M. pharaonis and other ants but not in any
other species, “bee” refers to genes found in A. mellifera and other bees but not in other species,
and “novel” refers to a gene found only in A. mellifera or M. pharaonis).
A key component of phylostratigraphy is the creation of a BLAST database in which to
identify orthologs21,22. Because we largely planned to focus on younger age categories, we
constructed a protein database containing all annotated hymenopteran genomes (48 total). We
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added to this group ten non-hymenopteran insect genomes and ten non-arthropod genomes (see
Supplementary Table 12 for a full list of included genomes). Therefore, a gene labeled as
“ancient” displayed a significant BLASTp hit to one of the ten non-arthropod genomes. While
phylostratigraphy typically employs an extremely large database containing all available
representative taxa, we reasoned that for our study resolution between categories such as
“bilateria” and “eukaryota” was unnecessary. Furthermore, adding extraneous genomes
effectively dilutes the database, such that more similarity is needed to pass an E-value threshold.
Because we included only a sample of non-hymenopteran genomes, we were therefore able to
stringently identify orthologs (E-value 10-10 in comparison to a typical value of 10-5)23 and
accurately place them along the hymenopteran phylogeny.
Gene Ontology Analysis
We performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) using the R package topGO24. We utilized
the well-curated D. melanogaster gene ontology database, downloaded from FlyBase25. We
performed GSEA analysis on genes with 1:1:1 orthologs, associating the D. melanogaster Gene
Ontology (GO) terms to A. mellifera and M. pharaonis orthologs. We identified GO terms
associated with caste- or behavior-biased differentially expressed genes using the P-value of
differential expression between queens and workers or nurses and foragers. We identified GO
terms associated with overall caste or behavior bias using the Euclidean distance of log2 foldchange between queens and workers or nurses and foragers at each stage. We identified enriched
terms with P-value < 0.05.
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Figures and Tables
Fig. 1. Patterns of
caste-biased expression
in pharaoh ants and
honey bees.
Number of differentially
expressed genes (FDR <
0.1) between a) queens
and workers and b)
nurses and foragers at
each developmental
stage or tissue in ants
(left) and honey bees
(right). “Head”,
“thorax”, and
“abdomen” refer to body
segments of adults,
while “pupa” and
“larva” refer to whole
bodies. “No ortholog”
refers to genes for which
no 1:1 ortholog exists
(either due to apparent
duplication or complete
lack or orthology), “not
shared caste/task bias”
refers to genes for which
1:1 orthologs can be
identified but are only
differentially expressed
in one species, and
“shared caste/task” bias refers to genes for which 1:1 orthologs are differentially expressed in
both species. Insets show the proportion of each category of gene out of all differentially
expressed genes at that stage or tissue. c) Proportion of abdominal DEGs by estimated
evolutionary age (shading). “Shared queen/worker” indicates genes upregulated in queen or
workers of both species.
*: the category “larva” represents differential expression across larvae of all stages for which
caste can be identified (second to fifth larval stage). Source data are provided as a Source Data
File, “Supplementary_Fig1a.txt”, “Supplementary_Fig1b.txt”, “Supplementary_Fig1c.txt”.
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Fig. 2. Genes with shared queen-biased expression are core network elements related to
reproduction.
Abdominal caste bias (log2 fold change queen versus worker) is correlated with connectivity
within the queen-abdomen module in a) ants (Spearman correlation; rho = 0.536, P < 0.001) and
b) honey bees (Spearman correlation; rho = 0.617, P < 0.001). Genes upregulated in queens are in
red, while genes upregulated in workers are in blue. Connectivity is proportional to the most
highly connected gene in the module. Connectivity within the queen abdominal module is higher
for genes found in the module for both species (shared) versus genes found in the module for only
one species (not shared) in c) ants and d) honey bees. Middle line represents median values, outer
edges of boxplot represent upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers represent a deviation of
1.5*(interquartile range) from the upper and lower quartiles. Source data are provided as a Source
Data File, “Supplementary_Fig2.txt”, ***P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon test).
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Fig. 3. Caste bias is linked to sex bias.
Abdominal caste bias (queen vs worker log2 fold-change) is
correlated to abdominal sex bias (queen vs male log2 foldchange) in a) M. pharaonis (Spearman correlation; rho =
0.715, P < 0.001) and b) A. mellifera (Spearman correlation;
rho = 0.774, P < 0.001) and abdominal sex bias is correlated
between the two species (Spearman correlation; rho = 0.280,
P < 0.001) (c). Red indicates shared queen-biased abdominal
DEGs, while blue indicates shared worker-biased abdominal
DEGs. Grey indicates genes that did not exhibit shared
expression patterns or were not differentially expressed.
Lines in a-c indicate the trendline of a linear model. d)
Shared queen-biased abdominal DEGs tend to be femalebiased in D. melanogaster while shared worker-biased
abdominal DEGs tend to be male-biased in D. melanogaster
(likely reflecting down-regulation in females). Middle line
represents median values, outer edges of boxplot represent
upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers represent a deviation
of 1.5*(interquartile range) from the upper and lower
quartiles. Source data are provided as a Source Data File,
“Supplementary_Fig3a.txt”, “Supplementary_Fig3b.txt”,
“Supplementary_Fig3c.txt”, “Supplementary_Fig3d.txt”.
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Fig. 4. Evolutionary and network features of caste-biased genes.
Genes that exhibit more caste bias across tissues and developmental stages have younger
estimated evolutionary ages (a,b) and tend to be loosely connected (c,d; Spearman correlation;
ant: rho = -0.159, P < 0.001; honey bee: rho = -0.090, P < 0.001) and rapidly evolving (e,f;
Spearman correlation; ant: rho = 0.157, P < 0.001; honey bee: rho = 0.240, P < 0.001). Overall
caste bias combines queen/worker log2 fold-change values across all development stages and
adult body segments. Connectivity is calculated using all samples and genes and scaled
proportionally to the highest value. In a and b, middle line represents median values, outer edges
of boxplot represent upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers represent a deviation of
1.5*(interquartile range) from the upper and lower quartiles. Source data are provided as a Source
Data File, “Supplementary_Fig4.txt”.
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Number of differentially expressed genes (FDR < 0.05) between a)
queens and workers and b) nurses and foragers at each developmental stage or tissue in ants (left)
and honey bees (right). “Head”, “thorax”, and “abdomen” refer to body segments of adults, while
“pupa” and “larva” refer to whole bodies. “No ortholog” refers to genes for which no 1:1 ortholog
exists (either due to apparent duplication or complete lack or orthology), “not shared caste/task
bias” refers to genes for which 1:1 orthologs can be identified but are only differentially
expressed in one species, and “shared caste/task” bias refers to genes for which 1:1 orthologs are
differentially expressed in both species. Insets show the proportion of each category of gene out
of all differentially expressed genes at that stage or tissue. c) Proportion of abdominal DEGs by
estimated evolutionary age (shading). “Shared queen/worker” indicates genes upregulated in
queen or workers of both species.
*: the category “larva” represents differential expression across larvae of all stages for which
caste can be identified (second to fifth larval stage).
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Pearson correlation of log-fold change between queens and workers as
measured at each stage or tissue in M. pharaonis and A. mellifera for each 1:1 ortholog (N =
7640). Error bars indicate Pearson correlation 95% confidence intervals. In (a), the category
“larva*” represents differential expression across larval stages, while in (b) each larval stage (L2L5) is plotted individually.
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Supplementary Fig. 3. Pearson correlation of log-fold change between nurses and foragers as
measured in each tissue in M. pharaonis and A. mellifera for each 1:1 ortholog (N = 7640). Error
bars indicate Pearson correlation 95% confidence intervals.
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Log2 fold-change at each stage/tissue in each phylostrata category.
Positive values indicate higher expression in queens compared to workers. Log2 fold-change has
been adjusted relative to the median value at that stage/tissue, in order to compare across tests.
“Ancient” genes indicate any genes shared beyond insects (i.e. with vertebrates). Log2 foldchange varies according to phylostrata for every stage/tissue for each species (P < 0.001).
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Supplementary Fig. 5. Number of developmental differentially expressed genes in ants and in
honey bees. “No ortholog” refers to genes for which no 1:1 ortholog exists (either due to apparent
duplication or complete lack or orthology), “not shared developmental” refers to genes for which
1:1 orthologs can be identified but are only differentially expressed between developmental
stages in one species, and “shared developmental” refers to genes for which 1:1 orthologs are
differentially expressed between embryonic and larval developmental stages in both species.
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Supplementary Fig. 6. Orthologs of genes associated with oogenesis in D. melanogaster are
more highly connected within queen abdominal modules in honey bees (*** = P < 0.001) though
not in ants (P = 0.114). N = 542 (ants), 649 (honey bees).
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Supplementary Fig. 7. Pearson correlation of caste (queen/worker) and sex (queen/male)
expression bias in ants and honey bees. Error bars represent Pearson correlation 95% confidence
intervals. Correlations are significant in all cases (P < 0.001), but abdominal correlations are
strongest.
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Supplementary Fig. 8. Shared queen-biased DEGs tend to be female-biased in D. melanogaster
while shared worker-biased DEGs tend to be male-biased in D. melanogaster (likely reflecting
down-regulation in females) in both a) head and b) thoracic tissues.
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Supplementary Fig. 9. Number of times each gene is upregulated in queen and workers across
all comparisons (larva, pupa, and adult head, thorax, and abdomen). Color brightness is
logarithmically proportional to the number of genes in each cell. N = 10804 genes for ants, N =
11775 genes for honey bees.
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Supplementary Fig. 10. Overall caste bias (a) and overall behavior bias (b) is correlated between
ants and honey bees. “Overall” bias refers to the Euclidean distance of all log2 fold-change values
(queens/worker for caste, nurses/foragers for behavior). The red line is the trendline of a linear
model; Spearman correlation P < 0.001 in all cases.
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Supplementary Fig. 11. Overall caste bias and overall behavior bias were correlated within a)
ants and b) honey bees. “Overall” bias refers to the Euclidean distance of all log2 fold-change
values (queens/worker for caste, nurses/foragers for behavior). The red line is the trendline of a
linear model; Spearman correlation P < 0.001 in all cases.
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Supplementary Fig. 12. Genes that exhibit more behavior bias across tissues have younger
estimated evolutionary ages (a,b) and tend to be loosely connected (c,d; ant: rho = -0.099, P <
0.001; honey bee: rho = -0.157, P < 0.001) and rapidly evolving (e,f; ant: rho = 0.079, P < 0.001;
honey bee: rho = 0.226, P < 0.001). “Overall behavior bias” combines nurse forager log2 foldchange values across all adult body segments. Connectivity is calculated using all samples and
genes and scaled proportionally to the highest value.
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Supplementary Fig. 13. Genes exhibiting more behavior bias tend to be tissue-specific. There
was a positive correlation (Spearman correlation, P < 0.001 in each case) between caste/behavior
bias and tissue specificity, where tissue specificity (t) is estimated using data from 12 honey bee
tissues. t = 1 indicates a genes is expressed in only one tissue, while lower values indicate genes
are more ubiquitously (i.e. evenly) expressed across tissues. The red line is the trendline of a
linear model.
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Supplementary Fig. 14. Histogram of the frequency with which genes were placed in the queen
abdomen bicluster (out of 1000 runs). Plaid biclustering is a non-deterministic process, so
different sets of genes can be present in each run. In ants (A), 1039 genes were present in >90%
of queen abdomen biclusters and retained for further analysis. There are two peaks in the
frequency distribution for honey bees (B). The lower frequency peak is made up of workerassociated genes (downregulated in queen abdomens) while the higher frequency peak (~60%) is
made up of queen-associated genes. We retained genes with >60% frequency for further analysis.
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Supplementary Table S1. Full listing of
sample types and number of each sample
collected. “L1” and “L2” refers to larvae
of the first and second stage, etc. We
began caste-specific sampling at stage
two because caste is determined and
regulated in M. pharaonis by the end of
the first larval instar 5. After the first
larval instar in M. pharaonis, workerdestined larvae can be distinguished from
reproductive-destined larvae, which
include male-destined and queendestined larvae 1. As such, our “queendestined” ant larvae samples likely
contain some male-destined larvae, but
the proportion is expected to be low, as
the sex ratio is known to be heavily
queen-biased 26. Sex and caste are both
known in A. mellifera larvae, as
individuals are reared in separate cells 27.
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Supplementary Table S2. Number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between queens and
workers for each comparison (FDR < 0.1). “L2”, “L3”, etc refer to the 2nd and 3rd larval stage,
respectively, while “larva_overall” is the result of differential expression with caste as main effect
across all larval samples. Differentially expressed genes are divided into “queen associated”,
which exhibited higher expression in queens, and “worker associated”, which exhibited higher
expression in workers. Differential expression analysis performed with N = 10804 (ant) and
11775 (honey bee) genes.
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Supplementary Table S3. Enriched gene ontology terms based on Gene Set Enrichment
Analysis (GSEA) of differential expression between queens and workers in ants. P-value derived
from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.
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Supplementary Table S4. Enriched gene ontology terms based on Gene Set Enrichment
Analysis (GSEA) of differential expression between queens and workers in honey bees. P-value
derived from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.
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Supplementary Table S5. Number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between nurses and
foragers for each comparison (FDR < 0.1). Differentially expressed genes are divided into “nurse
associated”, which exhibited higher expression in nurses, and “forager associated”, which
exhibited higher expression in foragers. Differential expression analysis performed with N =
10804 (ant) and 11775 (honey bee) genes.
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Supplementary Table S6. Enriched gene ontology terms based on Gene Set Enrichment
Analysis (GSEA) of differential expression between nurses and foragers in ants. P-value derived
from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.
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Supplementary Table S7. Enriched gene ontology terms based on Gene Set Enrichment
Analysis (GSEA) of differential expression between nurses and foragers in honey bees. P-value
derived from Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.
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Supplementary Table S8. Hub genes of the queen abdominal module in ants. Hub genes were
defined as genes with intra-modular connectivity in at least the 90th percentile, and log2 foldchange (queen/worker) greater than 2.
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Supplementary Table S9. Hub genes of the queen abdominal module in honey bees. Hub genes
were defined as genes with intra-modular connectivity in at least the 90th percentile, and log2
fold-change (queen/worker) greater than 2.
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Supplementary Table S10. Enriched gene ontology terms based on overall caste or behavior
bias in ants and honey bees. GO terms are derived from D. melanogaster orthologs. P-value is
from gene set enrichment analysis (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test)
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Supplementary Table S11. Partial correlation between connectivity, evolutionary rate (dN/dS),
evolutionary age (phylostrata), and tissue-specificity (tau) and caste or behavior bias while
accounting for expression. Analysis was performed separately for each species and comparison
(i.e. separately for caste bias and behavior bias), as well as while including or excluding abdomen
in calculations of caste bias and expression. Connectivity is total connectivity measured across all
samples and genes. Phylostrata is a measure of estimated evolutionary age, with higher values
indicating younger genes. Tau is the degree to which genes exhibit tissue-specific expression
across 12 honey bee tissues (results presented only for honey bees). N = 10520 genes (ants),
10011 genes (honey bees). To estimate a measure of expression analogous to overall bias, we
calculated the Euclidean distance of log10 counts-per-million at each stage/tissue tested.
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Supplementary Table S12. List of species used
for phylostratigraphy analysis, with the NCBI
Taxonomy ID.
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Abstract
Development is often strongly regulated by interactions among close relatives, but the underlying
molecular mechanisms are largely unknown. In eusocial insects, interactions between caregiving
worker nurses and larvae regulate larval development and resultant adult phenotypes. Here, we
begin to characterize the social interactome regulating ant larval development by collecting and
sequencing the transcriptomes of interacting nurses and larvae across time. We find that the
majority of nurse and larval transcriptomes exhibit parallel expression dynamics across larval
development. We leverage this widespread nurse-larva gene co-expression to infer putative social
gene regulatory networks acting between nurses and larvae. Genes with the strongest inferred
social effects tend to be peripheral elements of within-tissue regulatory networks and are often
known to encode secreted proteins. This includes interesting candidates such as the nurseexpressed giant-lens, which may influence larval epidermal growth factor signaling, a pathway
known to influence various aspects of insect development. Finally, we find that genes with the
strongest signatures of social regulation tend to experience relaxed selective constraint and are
evolutionarily young. Overall, our study provides a first glimpse into the molecular and
evolutionary features of the social mechanisms that regulate all aspects of social life.
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Author Summary
Social interactions are fundamental to all forms of life, from single-celled bacteria to complex
plants and animals. Despite their obvious importance, little is known about the molecular causes
and consequences of social interactions. In this paper, we study the molecular basis of nurse-larva
social interactions that regulate larval development in the pharaoh ant Monomorium pharaonis.
We infer the effects of social interactions on gene expression from samples of nurses and larvae
collected in the act of interaction across a developmental time series. Gene expression appears to
be closely tied to these interactions, such that we can identify genes expressed in nurses with
putative regulatory effects on larval gene expression. Genes which we infer to have strong social
regulatory effects tend to have weak regulatory effects within individuals, and highly social genes
tend to experience relatively weaker natural selection in comparison to less social genes. This
study represents a novel approach and foundation upon which future studies at the intersection of
genetics, behavior, and evolution can build.

Introduction
Social interactions play a prominent role in the lives of nearly all organisms [1] and strongly
affect trait expression as well as fitness [2–4]. Social interactions in the context of development
(e.g. parental care) often strongly regulate developmental trajectories and resultant adult
phenotypes, for example via transferred compounds such as milk in mammals [5,6], milk-like
secretions in arthropods [7,8], and other forms of nutritional provisioning [9,10]. In many taxa
including certain birds, mammals, and insects, care for offspring and the regulation of offspring
development has shifted at least in part from parents to adult siblings, who perform alloparental
care [11]. In eusocial insect societies, sterile nurse workers regulate the development of their
larval siblings by modulating the quantity and quality of nourishment larvae receive [12–14], as
well as through the direct transfer of growth-regulating hormones and proteins [15,16]. At the
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same time, larvae influence nurse provisioning behavior via pheromones [17–20] and begging
behavior [21,22].
In general, traits such as caregiving behavior that are defined or influenced by social
interactions are the property of the genomes of multiple interacting social partners [2,14]. This
has implications for both the mechanistic (e.g., molecular) underpinnings of development and
trait expression as well as the genetic basis of trait variation at the population level -- i.e. how
allelic variation in the genomes of interacting social partners affects trait variation [2,14].
Furthermore, because social traits are expressed in one individual but impact the fitness of other
individuals, social behavior and socially-influenced traits experience distinct forms of selection,
including kin selection and social selection [23,24]. Altogether, these distinct genetic features and
patterns of selection are often thought to lead to distinct evolutionary features, such as rapid
evolutionary dynamics in comparison to other traits [25–27]. In eusocial insects, previous studies
show that variation in larval developmental trajectories and ultimate adult phenotypes (including
reproductive caste, body size, etc.) depends on the combination of larval and nurse genotypes
[28–34]. However, the identity of specific genes and molecular pathways that are functionally
involved in the expression of social interactions (e.g., genes underlying nurse and larval traits
affecting nurse-larva interactions) and the patterns of molecular evolution for these genes have
remained less well studied [15,16,35,36].
Transcriptomic studies are often used to identify sets of genes underlying the expression
of particular traits by performing RNA-sequencing on individuals that vary in the expression of
such traits. For example, in social insects, recent studies have compared the transcriptomes of
workers that perform nursing versus foraging tasks [37–39], or nurses feeding larvae of different
stages or castes [35,40]. However, given the phenotypic co-regulation known to occur between
interacting social partners (here, nurses and larvae), it is likely that genes expressed in one social
partner affect the expression of genes in the other social partner, and vise-versa, such that
interacting social partners are connected by “social” gene regulatory networks [14,32,41,42].
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Thus, identifying the genes important for social interactions such as nurse-larva interactions is
only possible by studying the transcriptomic dynamics of both interacting social partners across a
time series of interactions.
To understand the transcriptomic basis of host-symbiont interactions, recent studies have
reconstructed gene regulatory networks acting between hosts and symbionts by collecting and
profiling the transcriptomes of each social partner across a time series of interactions [43–47].
Here, we use analogous methodology to study transcriptomic signatures of nurse-larva
interactions in the pharaoh ant, Monomorium pharaonis. We sample a developmental time series
of larvae as well as the nurses that feed each larval stage in this series, collecting individuals at
the moment of interaction in order to identify genes involved in the expression of nurse-larva
interactions, as well as genes affected by these interactions (i.e. the full “social interactome”
[14]). Pharaoh ant nurses tend to specialize on feeding young versus old larvae, and nurses
feeding young versus old larvae show different transcriptomic profiles [40]. Larval transcriptomic
profiles also change over development [48,49]. Given these results, we predicted that we would
observe concerted changes in broad-scale gene expression in larvae and their nurses across larval
development (Fig 1), reflective of the functional importance of nurse-larva interactions. Based on
our dual RNA-seq data, we infer social gene regulatory networks acting between nurses and
larvae to identify candidate genes predicted to have important social regulatory effects. Finally,
we combine our measures of social regulatory effects with available population genomic data
[48] to characterize the patterns of molecular evolution of genes underlying nurse-larva
interactions.

Results
Transcriptome-wide signatures of nurse-larva co-expression across larval development
To elucidate transcriptomic signatures of nurse-larva interactions, we performed RNAsequencing on worker-destined larvae across five developmental stages and nurses that fed larvae
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of each developmental stage (termed “stage-specific” nurses; see Fig S1 for sampling scheme,
Table S1 for list of samples), building upon a previously published dataset focused on caste
development in M. pharaonis [48]. We hypothesized that if genes expressed in larvae regulate the
expression of genes in nurse and vice versa, we would observe correlated expression profiles
across larval development in larvae and nurses (Fig 1). As a biological control, we collected
“random nurses” that we observed feeding any stage of larvae in the colony, and hence would not
be expected to show correlated expression dynamics with larvae across the five larval
developmental stages. We also collected reproductive-destined larvae, but unless clearly stated
otherwise, all analyses were performed on only worker-destined larvae. We collected ten
individuals of each sample type to pool into one sample, and we sequenced whole bodies of
larvae but separated nurse heads and abdomens prior to sequencing.
We grouped genes into co-expression profiles or “modules” using an algorithm designed
to characterize gene co-expression dynamics across a short time series [50], known as Short
Time-Series Expression Mining (STEM) [51]. Each module represents a standardized pre-defined
expression profile, consisting of five values that each represent the log2 fold-change between the
given developmental stage and the initial (L1) stage (see Fig S2; this results in a total of 81
possible modules). We sorted genes into the module that most closely represented their
expression profile by Pearson correlation. We identified modules containing a greater than
expected number of genes, where we formed null expectations using permutation tests across
developmental stages [50]. We identified such significantly-enriched modules separately for
larvae, stage-specific nurse heads, stage-specific nurse abdomens, random nurse heads, and
random nurse abdomens. We focused on both parallel (i.e. positive regulation or activation) and
anti-parallel (i.e. inhibitory) correlated expression patterns by identifying significantly-enriched
modules that were shared in both larvae and nurses (parallel), as well as significantly-enriched
modules for which the inverse of the module was identified as significantly-enriched in the social
partner (anti-parallel).
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Larvae and stage-specific nurses shared many significantly-enriched modules (Table S2).
These shared modules contained the majority of genes expressed in nurses (65% of genes in
stage-specific nurse heads and 76% in abdomens). A substantial proportion of the larval
transcriptome was also shared with stage-specific nurse heads (22% of larval genes) and
abdomens (60% of larval genes). Overall there was a widespread signature of correlated
transcriptional patterns between stage-specific nurses and larvae across larval development (Fig
2A-D). These coordinated dynamics were dominated by parallel associations in nurse abdomens
(possibly reflecting shared metabolic pathways) but anti-parallel associations in nurse heads
(possibly reflecting the social regulation of larval growth). In contrast to stage-specific nurses,
random nurses (our biological control) shared few significantly-enriched modules with larvae
(Table S2), and modules shared between random nurses and larvae contained significantly fewer
genes than modules shared between stage-specific nurses and larvae (Fig 2E; Wilcoxon test, P <
0.001 for all comparisons). Specifically, 2% of genes expressed in random nurse heads and 13%
of genes expressed in random nurse abodmens were in modules shared with larvae; 3% of genes
expressed in larvae were in modules shared with random nurse heads, and 2% of genes expressed
in larvae were in modules shared with random nurse abdomens.

Identification of genes putatively involved in social interactions
Given that we observed transcriptome-wide patterns consistent with nurse-larva transcriptional
co-regulation across larval development, we next identified the genes that might be driving these
patterns (see Fig S3). We performed differential expression analysis to identify genes that varied
in larval expression according to larval developmental stage, as well as genes that varied in nurse
expression according to the developmental stage of larvae they fed. We identified 8125
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in larvae (78% of 10446 total genes). We identified 2057
and 1408 DEGs in stage-specific nurse heads and abdomens, respectively, compared to 599 and
520 DEGs in random nurse heads and abdomens, respectively. We removed genes differentially
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expressed in both stage-specific and random nurses (N = 272 DEGs in heads, N = 140 DEGs in
abdomens), which might differ among our colony replicates due to random colony-specific
effects that were not consistently associated with social regulation of larval development. After
this removal, we retained the top 1000 DEGs, sorted by P-value, for each sample type other than
random nurses (larvae, stage-specific nurse heads, stage-specific nurse abdomens) for social gene
regulatory network reconstruction, reasoning that these genes were the most likely to be involved
in the regulation of larval development.

Reconstruction of social gene regulatory networks
To infer putative gene-by-gene social regulatory relationships between nurses and larvae, we
reconstructed gene regulatory networks acting within and between nurses and larvae (Fig S3).
The output of regulatory network reconstruction is a matrix of connection strengths, which
indicate the regulatory effect (positive or negative) one gene has on another, separated according
to the tissue the gene is expressed in. To identify the most highly connected (i.e. centrally located,
upstream) genes of regulatory networks, we calculated within-tissue connectivity and social
connectivity by averaging the strength of connections across each connection a gene made,
differentiating between within-tissue (nurse-nurse or larva-larva) and social connections (nurselarva) (Fig 1B). On average, within-tissue connectivity was higher than social connectivity
(Wilcoxon rank-sum test; P < 0.001 in all tissues), and within-tissue connectivity was negatively
correlated with social connectivity in each tissue (Fig S4). The top enriched gene ontology terms
based on social connectivity in nurses were entirely dominated by metabolism (Tables S3,S4; see
also Table S5 for the top 20 genes by nurse social connectivity).

Secreted proteins and social gene regulation
While based on our data it is not possible to distinguish between genes that code for protein
products that are actually exchanged between nurses and larvae versus genes that affect behavior
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or physiology within organisms (Fig 1A), proteins that are known to be cellularly secreted
represent promising candidates for the social regulation of larval development [40]. We
downloaded the list of proteins that are known to be cellularly secreted from FlyBase [52]. Genes
coding for proteins with orthologs that are cellularly secreted in Drosophila melanogaster had
higher social connectivity than genes coding for non-secreted orthologs in nurse heads (Fig 3A;
Wilcoxon rank-sum test; P = 0.025), though not for nurse abdomens (P = 0.067).
For the most part, we have focused on broad patterns of nurse-larva gene coregulation. In
this paragraph, we will highlight the potential social role of one of the genes with the highest
social connectivity within nurse heads, giant-lens (Table S6), which is an inhibitor of epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling [53]. Giant-lens expression in nurse heads was
negatively associated with the expression of the homolog of eps8, human EGFR substrate 8 in
larvae, most prominently seen in the spike in nurse giant-lens expression accompanied by a drop
in larval eps8 expression at the end of larval development (Fig 3B). Giant-lens was also used in
regulatory network reconstruction in larvae (i.e. it was one of the top 1000 DEGs), and giant-lens
expression in larvae drops steadily throughout development (Fig S5; in contrast to the pattern of
giant-lens expression in nurse heads). Interestingly, eps8 does not exhibit a similar peak and drop
in expression level in reproductive-destined larvae in comparison to worker-destined larvae (Fig
S6). It is important to note that these patterns were not seen for all genes in the EGFR pathway,
and the results presented here cannot be taken as concrete evidence of EGFR regulation via social
processes. Nonetheless, the mechanism illustrated here represents a tangible example of how
nurse-larva interactions could function at the molecular level.

Molecular evolution of social gene regulatory networks
To investigate the selective pressures shaping social regulatory networks, we used population
genomic data from 22 resequenced M. pharaonis workers, using one sequenced M. chinense
worker as an outgroup [48]. Using polymorphism and divergence data, we estimated gene79

specific values of selective constraint, which represents the intensity of purifying selection that
genes experience [54]. To identify genes disproportionately recruited to the core of social
regulatory networks, we calculated “sociality index” as the difference between social connectivity
and within-tissue connectivity for each gene. Sociality index was negatively correlated to
selective constraint due to a positive correlation between within-tissue connectivity and constraint
and a negative correlation between social connectivity and constraint (Fig 4A-C). Additionally,
genes differed in sociality index according to their estimated evolutionary age, with ancient genes
exhibiting lower sociality indices than genes in younger age categories (Fig 4D). Finally, while
evolutionary age and evolutionary rate appear to be somewhat empirically confounded [55],
selective constraint and evolutionary age were each independently associated with sociality index,
based on a model including both variables as well as tissue (GLM; LRT; evolutionary age: χ2 =
21.536, P < 0.001; selective constraint: χ2 = 22.191, P < 0.001).

Discussion
In organisms with extended offspring care, developmental programs are controlled in part by
socially-acting gene regulatory networks that operate between caregivers and developing
offspring [14,42]. In this study, we sequenced the transcriptomes of ant nurses and larvae as they
interacted across larval development to assess the effects of social interactions on gene expression
dynamics. We found that large sets of genes (i.e. modules) expressed in ant larvae and their
caregiving adult nurses show correlated changes in expression across development (Fig 2). The
majority of nurse and larval transcriptomes was represented in these correlated modules,
suggesting that the tight phenotypic co-regulation characterizing nurse-larva interactions over the
course of larval development is also reflected at the molecular level.
To characterize the overall network and evolutionary patterns of genes involved in nurselarva interactions, we reverse engineered nurse-larva gene regulatory networks and calculated the
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“social connectivity” for each gene, defined as the sum of inferred social regulatory effects on all
genes expressed in social partners. We found that genes with high social connectivity tended to
have low within-individual connectivity (Fig S4; where within-individual connectivity is defined
as the sum of inferred regulatory effects acting within a given tissue). Nurse-expressed genes with
higher sociality indices (i.e disproportionately higher social connectivity than within-individual
connectivity) tended to be evolutionarily young and rapidly evolving due to relaxed selective
constraint (Fig 4). Genes with high social connectivity were enriched for a number of Gene
Ontology (GO) categories associated with metabolism (Tables S3,S4), consistent with the idea
that molecular pathways associated with metabolism are involved in the expression of social
behavior [56,57]. Previously, many of the proteins found to be widely present in social insect
trophallactic fluid transferred from nurses to larvae were involved in sugar metabolism (e.g.
Glucose Dehydrogenase, several types of “Sugar Processing” proteins) [15]. Along the same
lines, many of the genes with with high social connectivity in our study are also annotated with
terms associated with sugar metabolism (Table S5; e.g. “Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase”,
“Glucose dehydrogenase FAD quinone”, “Pyruvate dehydrogenase”). Finally, we found that
genes encoding for orthologs of cellularly-secreted proteins in Drosophila melanogaster (possibly
important for intercellular signaling) tended to exhibit higher levels of social connectivity than
their non-secreted counterparts (Fig 3A).
One gene that stands out in terms of being cellularly secreted and exhibiting a relatively
high social connectivity is giant-lens, which inhibits EGFR signaling [53]. EGFR signaling
affects eye and wing development [58] as well as body size in D. melanogaster [59], caste
development in the honey bee Apis mellifera [59,60] via the transfer of royalactin from nurses to
larvae [59], and worker body size variation in the ant Camponotus floridanus [61]. Further
experimental work is necessary to ascertain whether giant-lens is actually orally secreted by
nurses and transferred to larvae, but gene expression dynamics are consistent with the social
transfer of giant-lens from nurses to larvae, followed by the inhibition of EGFR signaling at the
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end of larval development in worker-destined larvae (Fig 3B). Importantly, this inhibition is not
seen in reproductive-destined larvae (Fig S6). While caste in M. pharaonis is socially regulated in
the first larval stage [49], social inhibition of EGFR signaling could play a role in the regulation
of worker body size [61] or secondary caste phenotypes such as wings [62,63].
In terms of broad evolutionary patterns, our study complements previous results
suggesting genes with worker-biased expression tend to be rapidly evolving, evolutionarily
young, and loosely connected in regulatory networks in comparison to genes with queen-biased
expression [38,48,64–66]. Because pharaoh ant workers are obligately sterile, their traits are
shaped indirectly by kin selection, based on how they affect the reproductive success of fertile
relatives (i.e. queens and males) [23,67]. As a result, all-else-equal, genes associated with worker
traits are expected to evolve under relaxed selection relative to genes associated with queen traits
[68,69].
In general, the suite of genic characteristics commonly associated with worker-biased
genes (rapidly evolving, evolutionarily young, loosely connected) are all consistent with relaxed
selection acting on genes associated with workers [49]. Here, we show that within the worker
caste, genes that appear to be functionally involved in the expression of social behavior (i.e.
nursing) experience relaxed selective constraint relative to genes important for within-worker
processes. Therefore, the combination of kin selection as well rapid evolution thought to be
characteristic of social traits [25] likely act in concert to shape the labile evolutionary patterns
commonly associated with worker-biased genes. Finally, it has also been suggested that plastic
phenotypes such as caste recruit genes which were evolving under relaxed selection prior to the
evolution of such plastic phenotypes [70–72]. Our results could also be consistent with this
hypothesis, though the population genomic patterns we observe show that relaxed selective
constraint is ongoing.
In this study, we sought to reconstruct regulatory networks acting between nurses and
larvae, beginning with the assumption that nurse gene expression changes as a function of the
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larval stage fed. This is more likely to be the case when nurses are specialized on feeding
particular larval stages. According to a previous study, about 50% of feeding events are
performed by specialists (though note specialization is likely a continuous trait, and the 50%
figure is the result of a binomial test) [40]. Therefore, we expect our stage-specific nurse samples
to comprise about 50% specialists. We also expect random nurse samples to contain 50%
specialist nurses, but, crucially, the specialists should be relatively evenly divided among larval
stages since random nurses were collected regardless of which larval stage they were observed
feeding. Because our stage-specific nurse samples did not consist of 100% specialists, we expect
that the signal of nurse-larva co-expression in our analysis is effectively diluted. In order to
maximize the signal of nurse-larval co-expression dynamics, future studies would ideally focus
entirely on specialists, as well as on tissues such as brains and the specific exocrine glands [73]
known to be important for social behavior and communication. Despite these limitations, we were
still able to observe transcriptomic signatures consistent with the social regulation of larval
development.

Conclusions
In this study, we uncovered putative transcriptomic signatures of social regulation and identified
distinct evolutionary features of genes that underlie “social physiology”, the communication
between individuals that regulates division of labor within social insect colonies [74,75]. Because
we simultaneously collected nurses and larvae over a time series of interactions, we were able to
elucidate the putative molecular underpinnings of nurse-larval social interactions. This is a
promising approach that could be readily extended to study the molecular underpinnings of all
forms of social regulation in social insect colonies, including regulation of foraging, regulation of
reproduction, etc.. Furthermore, by adapting the methodology presented here (i.e. simultaneous
collection over the course of interactions followed by sequencing), the molecular mechanisms
and evolutionary features of genes underlying a diverse array of social interactions, including
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courtship behavior, dominance hierarchy formation, and regulation of biofilm production could
all be investigated. Overall, this study provides a foundation upon which future research can build
to elucidate the genetic underpinnings and evolution of interacting phenotypes.

Methods
This study builds on previous work investigating genomic signatures of kin selection in which we
characterized transcriptomic profiles from adult queens and workers, as well as queen- and
worker-destined larvae [48]. While stage-specific nurses were used in the previous analysis, the
knowledge of the developmental stage of larvae they fed was not, as they were simply treated as
adult workers. This study also complements the past dataset with new data from random nurses,
which were collected concurrently with previous samples.

Study Design
To construct experimental colonies, we began by creating a homogenous mixture of
approximately fifteen large source colonies of the ant Monomorium pharaonis. From this
mixture, we created thirty total replicate experimental colonies of approximately equal sizes
(~300-400 workers, ~300-400 larvae). We removed queens from ½ the study colonies to promote
the production of reproductive-destined larvae. Reproductive caste is determined in M. pharaonis
by the end of the first larval instar, likely in the egg stage [76], and queen presence promotes
culling of reproductive-destined L1 larvae. Removing queens halts this culling, but it is unknown
which colony members actually perform such culling [76]. While we initially expected the
presence of queens to impact the gene expression profiles of nurses, we detected 0 DEGs (FDR <
0.1) between queen-present and queen-absent colonies for every sample type. This could indicate
that nurses don’t perform culling and that worker developmental trajectories (and nutritional
needs) are not appreciably different between queen-present and queen-absent colonies. Because
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queen presence did not substantially impact gene expression, in this study we pooled samples
across queen-present and queen-absent colonies for all analyses.
We pre-assigned colonies to one of five larval developmental stages (labeled L1-L5,
where L1 and L2 refer to 1st-instar and 2nd-instar larvae and L3, L4, and L5 refer to small,
medium, and large 3rd-instar larvae [77]). We identified larval stage through a combination of
hair morphology and body size. L1 larvae are nearly hairless, L2 larvae have straight hairs, and
L3-L5 larvae have dense, branched hairs [78]. We separated 3rd-instar larvae into three separate
stages based on body size [77] because the vast majority of larval growth occurs during these
stages. We sampled individuals (larvae as well as nurses) across larval development time:
beginning at the L1 stage, we sampled colonies assigned to each subsequent stage at intervals of
3-4 days, by the time the youngest larvae in colonies lacking queens were of the assigned
developmental stage (note that in colonies lacking queens, no new eggs are laid so the age class
of the youngest individuals progressively ages). We sampled each colony once, according to the
developmental stage we had previously assigned the colony (e.g. for colonies that we labeled
‘L4’, we waited until it was time to sample L4 larvae and nurses and sampled individuals from
that colony at that time). From each colony, we sampled stage-specific nurses and workerdestined larvae, as well as random nurses from colonies with queens and reproductive-destined
larvae from colonies without queens (starting at the L2 stage, because at L1 caste cannot be
distinguished [76,77]. Reproductive-destined larvae include both males and queens (which cannot
be readily distinguished), though samples are expected to be largely made up of queen-destined
individuals given the typically skewed sex ratio of M. pharaonis [48]. See Table S1 for full
sample list.
For each time point in each assigned colony, we collected stage-specific nurses, nurses
feeding larvae of the specified developmental stage (L1, L2, etc). Concurrently, we collected
random nurses, nurses we observed feeding a larva of any developmental stage. Rather than
paint-marking nurses, we collected them with forceps as soon as we saw them feeding larvae. We
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collected random nurses as soon as we observed them feeding a larva of any developmental stage
in the course of visually scanning the colony. We did not make an attempt to systematically
collect nurses from different areas of the nest but did so haphazardly, such that the distribution of
larval stages fed resembled overall colony demography. Nurses feed L1 and L2 larvae exclusively
via trophallaxis (i.e. liquid exchange of fluid), while nurses feed L3-L5 larvae both via
trophallaxis and by placing solid food in larval mouthparts [79]. To get a representative sample of
all types of nurses, we did not distinguish between nurses feeding liquid and solid food, though
all L3-L5 samples contained a mixture of the two. After collecting nurses, we anaesthetized the
colony using carbon dioxide and collected larvae of the specified developmental stage. All
samples were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately upon sample collection. Note that
workers in M. pharaonis are monomorphic [80].
We performed mRNA-sequencing on all samples concurrently using Illumina HiSeq
2000 at Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Sequencing Center. Reads were mapped to
the NCBI version 2.0 M. pharaonis assembly [38], and we used RSEM [81] to estimate counts
per locus and fragments per kilobase mapped (FPKM) for each locus. For further details on RNA
extraction and library preparation, see [48].

Transcriptome-wide signatures of nurse-larva co-expression across larval development
We used an algorithm that categorizes genes based on their expression dynamics over time into a
number of modules represented by pre-defined expression profiles [50]; see Fig S2 for
workflow). To create modules, we started at 0 and either doubled, halved, or kept the expression
level the same at each subsequent stage, resulting in 81 possible modules (3*3*3*3 = 81; four
stages after L1). To generate gene-specific expression profiles based on real results, we calculated
the average log2 fold change in expression (FPKM) of the gene at each developmental stage
compared to the initial expression level at stage L1. We then assigned each gene to the closest
module by Pearson correlation between gene expression profile and module expression profile
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[50]. To identify significantly-enriched modules, we generated null distributions of the number of
genes present in each module (based on permutation of expression over time), and retained
modules with a significantly greater than expected number of genes based on these null
distributions (FDR < 0.05 after Bonferroni multiple correction [50]).

Identification of genes putatively involved in social interactions
We used the package EdgeR [82] to construct models including larval developmental stage and
replicate and performed differential expression analysis for each sample type separately. We
retained genes differentially expressed according to a nominal P-value of less than 0.05 (i.e. no
false discovery correction), as the purpose of this step was simply to identify genes that could be
involved in interactions that shape larval development (rather than spurious interactions arising
from replicate-specific effects). See Supplementary Dataset 1 for a list of all stage-specific nurse
and larval differentially expressed genes.

Social regulatory network reconstruction
We normalized expression for each gene using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation of
FPKM. As input to the algorithm, we constructed “meta-samples” by combining expression data
within the same replicate and time point from nurses and larvae and labeling genes according to
the tissue they were expressed in, along the lines of host-symbiont studies [43,45]. We utilized
the program GENIE3 [83,84] to construct two types of networks: those acting between larvae and
nurse heads, and those acting between larvae and nurse abdomens.
GENIE3 uses a random forest method to reconstruct regulatory connections between
genes, in which a separate random forest model is constructed to predict the expression of each
gene, with the expression of all other genes as predictor variables. The output of GENIE3 is a
matrix of pairwise directional regulatory effects, where the regulatory effect of gene i on gene j is
estimated as the feature importance of the expression of gene i for the random forest model
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predicting the expression of gene j (i.e. regulatory effect is how important the expression of gene i
is for determining the expression of gene j). These regulatory effects (or strengths) include both
positive and negative as well as non-linear effects, though these different effect types are not
distinguished.
As a side note, a version of GENIE3 that was developed for time series data, dynGENIE3
[85], does exist. However, we opted to utilize the original GENIE3 algorithm because we
reasoned that the temporal spacing of developmental stages was likely too sparse for regulatory
network reconstruction to incorporate time (note also that the co-expression algorithm we used,
STEM, was explicitly designed for short time series such as ours). While our method therefore
does not explicitly incorporate temporal dynamics, we purposefully biased our results to
emphasize larval development over differences between replicates by only utilizing genes
differentially expressed across larval development (or based on larval stage fed in the case of
nurses).
We repeated the entire regulatory reconstruction reconstruction process 1000 times and
averaged pairwise connection strengths across runs, as the algorithm is non-deterministic. To
capture the total effect of each gene on the transcriptome dynamics within tissues, we averaged
the regulatory effects each gene had on all other 999 genes expressed in the same tissue (“withinindividual connectivity”). Similarly, to capture the effect each gene had on the transcriptome of
social partners, we averaged regulatory effects each gene had on the 1000 genes expressed in
social partners ( “social connectivity”).

Estimation of selective constraint, and evolutionary rate
Previously, we performed whole-genome resequencing on 22 diploid M. pharaonis workers as
well as one diploid M. chinense worker to serve as an outgroup [48]. We estimated selective
constraint using MKtest2.0 [86], assuming an equal value of alpha (an estimate of the proportion
of nonsynonymous substitutions fixed by positive selection) across all genes. Selective constraint
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is the estimate of the proportion of nonsynonymous mutations that are strongly deleterious and
thereby do not contribute to polymorphism or divergence [86]. Selective constraint is estimated
using polymorphism data, so it represents the strength of purifying selection genes experience
within the study population [54].

Phylostratigraphic Analysis
Phylostrata are hierarchical taxonomic categories, reflecting the most inclusive taxonomic
grouping for which an ortholog of the given gene can be found [87–90]. We focused on
distinguishing between genes that were evolutionarily “ancient”, present in non-insect animals,
versus genes present in only insects, hymenopterans, or ants [49]. We constructed a database
(Supplementary Dataset 2) containing 48 hymenopteran available genomes, 10 insect nonhymenopteran genomes, and 10 non-insect animal genomes. For outgroup genomes, we focused
on well-annotated genomes which spanned as many insect orders and animal phyla as possible.
Using this database, we estimated evolutionary age of genes based on the most evolutionarily
distant identified BLASTp hit (E-value 10-10).

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
We performed gene set enrichment analysis based on social connectivity for each gene in each
tissue separately using the R package topGO [91]. We identified enriched gene ontology terms
using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (P < 0.05).

General Analyses
We performed all statistical analyses and generated all plots using R version in R version 3.4.0
[92], aided by the packages “reshape2” [93], “plyr” [94], and “ggplot2” [95].

Data Availability
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All raw reads are available at DDBJ bioproject PRJDB3164. All source data for generating
figures is included as Supplementary Dataset 3. All scripts and processed data (e.g. expression
matrices, evolutionary measures) are available at
https://github.com/warnerm/MonomoriumNurseLarva.
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Figures and Tables

Fig 1. Social regulation of gene expression between ant nurses and larvae.
(A) Cartoon depicting positive gene regulation (i.e. activation) between larvae and nurses, where
gene 1 is expressed in nurses and genes 2 and 3 are expressed in larvae. After the expression of
gene 1 increases, the expression of gene 2 increases as a result of the social interaction of nursing
(depicted in [B]). This can occur if gene 1 itself codes for a protein passed to larvae, if the mRNA
transcript is passed directly, or if gene 1 activates the expression of some other gene in nurses,
which in turn is passed as mRNA (or codes for a protein that is passed) to larvae. Following the
increase in expression of gene 2, the expression of gene 3, which is shown to be activated by gene
2, also increases. While we have depicted a time-lag in this social regulation of gene expression,
the time lags are likely too short to observe in our data, as larvae were collected every 3-4 days
across development. Therefore, correlated transcriptome dynamics over development (see Fig 2)
would reflect mechanisms shown here. (B) Gene regulatory networks act between and within
individuals engaged in social interactions. Blue boxes are genes expressed in larvae, and red
boxes are genes expressed in nurses. Solid lines depict regulatory interactions within tissues
(here, within larvae or within nurses), while dashed lines represent social connections (nurselarva or vice versa).
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Fig 2. Nurse and larval transcriptomes show strong signatures of gene co-expression across
larval development.
Plots (A-D) depict the expression profiles of individual genes (light lines) as expressed in (A)
nurse head, and (B) nurse abdomens, as well as (C) larvae, shared with nurse heads, and (D)
larvae, shared with nurse abdomens. Dark lines indicate the median expression values of all genes
sorted into modules, with pre-defined expression profiles of modules depicted in plot insets.
Colors indicate the pre-defined expression profile (i.e. module) that genes have been sorted into.
Only the five shared modules containing the most nurse-expressed genes are shown for clarity.
Larval expression profiles are divided by the nurse tissue they are shared with, such that (C)
depicts larval gene expression shared with nurse heads (A), while (D) depicts larval gene
expression shared with nurse abdomens (B). Note that nurse heads and larvae shared inverselyrelated expression profiles, and that this algorithm does not reveal the direction of regulation as it
is simply correlation-based. (E) Stage-specific nurses have more genes than random nurses in
modules shared with larvae than do random nurses, reflecting more broad-scale co-expression
across development. “Connection type” refers to the tissue that the number of genes was
calculated in (i.e. larva → nurse head indicates the number of genes expressed in larvae that are
in modules shared with nurse heads), though directionality is not determined in this algorithm.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals derived from systematic drop-1 jackknifing of nurse
samples. N = 10944 genes total.
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Fig 3. Genes encoding secreted proteins such as giant-lens are important for social gene
regulation.
(A) Genes encoding for proteins that are secreted in Drosophila melanogaster exhibit higher
social connectivity (i.e. more strongly socially regulate larval expression) in nurse heads than
genes encoding for non-secreted proteins (P-values from Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (B) The
protein giant-lens is one of the genes coding for secreted proteins with the highest social
connectivity in nurse heads. Based on our data, giant-lens expressed in stage-specific nurse heads
(red) appears to inhibit the expression of the homolog of human EGFR substrate 8 (eps8)
expressed in worker-destined larvae (blue). The expression of giant-lens in nurses of a given
colony was negatively correlated to the expression of eps8 in larvae of the same sampled colony
(rho = -0.270, P < 0.001, N = 25 colony/stage pairings after removing missing samples).
Expression at stage i is equal to log2(expressioni/expression1), i.e. the ratio of expression at the
given stage to expression at L1.
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Fig 4. Highly social genes tend to be less evolutionarily constrained.
Selective constraint, estimated from whole-genome polymorphism data, is (A) positively
correlated with within-tissue connectivity (Spearman correlation; head: rho = 0.202, P < 0.001;
abdomen: rho = 0.232, P < 0.001), but negatively correlated with (B) social connectivity (head:
rho = -0.080, P = 0.037; abdomen: rho = -0.101, P < 0.001) and (C) sociality index (head: rho = 0.206, P < 0.001; abdomen: rho = -0.222, P < 0.001), where sociality index is the difference
between social and within-tissue connectivity per gene. Each point in (A-C) indicates a single
gene, as expressed in nurse heads or abdomens. Lines are trendlines from linear model. (D)
Sociality index differs according to estimated evolutionary age (GLM; LRT; 𝜒2 = 57.357, P <
0.001), as ancient genes tended to have lower sociality indices than all other categories (Tukey’s
post-hoc test; ancient - insect: P < 0.001, ancient - hymenoptera: P < 0.001, ancient - ant: P <
0.001, all other comparisons P > 0.05). Individual points depict average values across nurse heads
and abdomens for all genes within each estimated evolutionary age class, indicated by labels on
points. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals from bootstrapping. Numbers in parentheses
indicate number of genes in each age class.
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Fig S1. Diagram of sampling scheme.
We collected ten worker-destined larvae, ten stage-specific nurses, and ten random nurses from
each colony (six colonies per time point, where time points represent larval developmental stages
L1, L2, etc). We collected stage-specific nurses when we observed them feeding larvae of the
given developmental stage. We collected random nurses when we observed them feeding any
stage of larvae.
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Fig S2. Identification of significantly-enriched modules shared between larvae and nurses.
Inset tables depict pre-defined expression profiles of modules genes can be assigned to. First, we
construct modules using all possible expression profiles (top left bubble). Expression profiles
consist of five values, starting at zero, that indicate the log2 fold-change in expression from the
initial value (at stage L1). At each subsequent stage, we either double, halve, or keep the
expression level the same. This process is repeated to produce 81 (four stages after L1; 3*3*3*3
= 81) total modules. Next, for each tissue separately (here we depict workflow in larvae with
yellow bubbles), we calculate individual gene expression profiles as the log2 fold-change in
expression from the initial value at stage L1 and assign genes to the closest related module by
Pearson correlation. Concurrently, we permute the developmental stage labels for each gene and
assign the stage-permuted genes to modules (repeated 1000 times). From these stage-permuted
results, we calculate the mean number of genes assigned to each module and treat this number as
a null expectation (as each expression profile is not equally likely to occur by chance). We then
identify significantly-enriched modules using a one-way binomial test (with the calculated mean
as the null), with a Bonferroni-corrected false discovery rate of 0.05. This entire process is
repeated in a nurse tissue and significantly-enriched modules are found (blue bubble). Finally, we
compare significantly-enriched modules between larvae and nurses and retain identical and
inverse modules as shared profiles. An example of an inversely related profile is shown in red,
where larvae exhibit the enriched module [0, 0, -1, -2, -3] and nurses exhibit the inverse module,
[0, 0, 1, 2, 3].
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Figure S3. Workflow of preliminary differential expression analysis and gene regulatory
network reconstruction.
On the left, we identify putatively socially-acting genes through differential expression analysis.
First, for nurse heads and abdomens separately, we perform differential expression analysis in
stage-specific and random nurses to identify genes differentially expressed according to larval
stage fed, using a nominal P-value of 0.05. We remove genes differentially expressed in random
nurses, as these correspond to colony-specific environmental effects unrelated to social regulation
of larval development. Next, we select the top 1000 differentially expressed genes by P-value in
stage-specific nurses (after removing those DE in random nurses) as well as the top 1000
differentially expressed genes in larvae. From these genes, we create “meta-samples” by
combining gene expression of larvae and stage-specific nurses collected from the same colony
(separately for heads and abdomens), and labeling genes by the tissue they are expressed in.
Using these meta-samples, we perform gene regulatory reconstruction (right) to identify genes
expressed in nurses that regulate larval gene expression, and vise-versa. We repeat gene
regulatory reconstruction 1000 times and average connection strength across runs, as the
algorithm is non-deterministic. The output of gene regulatory reconstruction is a matrix of
regulatory connections acting between genes. From this matrix, we calculate the average
connectivity for each gene, separating within-tissue (larva-larva or nurse head-nurse head) from
social (nurse-larva) connections. Genes with high connectivity are predicted to interact with many
genes, i.e. are central to the network. Finally, we calculate each genes’ sociality index as the
difference between social connectivity and within-tissue connectivity.
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Figure S4. Genes highly connected in social regulatory networks are loosely connected in
within-tissue regulatory networks
Connectivity is representative of the number and strength of regulatory connections each gene
makes. Points indicate the average connectivity for a given gene, as measured within-tissue (xaxis; i.e. larva-larva or nurse-nurse) or socially (y-axis; i.e. larva-nurse). Points are colored by
tissue the connectivity is measured in (e.g., dark blue indicates genes expressed in larvae, with
connectivity measured in networks constructed with nurse abdomens). Spearman rho = -0.166, 0.374, -0.276, -0.342 for the four tissues as ordered in legend; P < 0.001 in all cases.
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Fig S5. Expression of giant-lens in nurse heads and worker-destined larvae. Expression at
stage i is equal to log2(expressioni/expression1), i.e. the ratio of expression at the given stage to
expression at the initial (L1) stage. **: P < 0.01, ns: P > 0.05 (Wilcoxon test at each stage).
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Fig S6. Expression of eps8 (epidermal growth factor receptor substrate 8) in workerdestined and reproductive-destined larvae. Expression at stage i is equal to
log2(expressioni/expression1), i.e. the ratio of expression at the given stage to expression at the
initial (L1) stage. Expression of eps8 changed differently over time in worker-destined versus
reproductive-destined larvae (linear model with developmental stage treated as an ordinal
variable; LRT; χ2 = 12.574, P = 0.014 for the interaction term stage*caste).
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development stage

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

sample type

number of samples

larva (W/R)
stage-specific nurse head
stage-specific nurse abdomen
random nurse head

5
5
6
3

random nurse abdomen
larva (W)
larva (R)
stage-specific nurse head
stage-specific nurse abdomen
random nurse head
random nurse abdomen
larva (W)
larva (R)
stage-specific nurse head
stage-specific nurse abdomen
random nurse head
random nurse abdomen
larva (W)
larva (R)
stage-specific nurse head
stage-specific nurse abdomen
random nurse head
random nurse abdomen
larva (W)
larva (R)
stage-specific nurse head
stage-specific nurse abdomen
random nurse head
random nurse abdomen

2
6
3
6
5
3
3
6
3
5
6
3
3
6
3
4
5
2
2
6
3
5
5
3
3

Table S1. Description of samples included in study. Worker-destined larvae are indicated by
larva (W), and reproductive-destined larvae are indicated by larva (R). Larval caste cannot be
distinguished at the L1 stage, so L1 larvae are labeled larva (W/R). For network reconstruction,
“meta” samples were used as input for network reconstruction, in which genes were labeled by
sample type and grouped such that each gene contained a measurement of expression in worker-
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destined larvae, nurse heads, and nurse abdomens. After sample collection and RNA extraction,
some samples exhibited clearly degraded RNA according to an Agilent Bioanalyzer assay.
Removing these samples caused sampling to be uneven, so we used the minimum number of
samples contained across tissues at a given stage for stage-specific nurse heads and abdomens,
and randomly dropped excess samples. Overall, 25 “aggregate” samples were used as input for
gene regulatory network reconstruction.
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Table S2. Number of nurse significantly-enriched modules shared with larvae.
Significantly-enriched modules are defined as modules with a statistically significant number of
genes assigned, as determined by a permutation test (FDR < 0.05). Left column is the total
number of significant modules for each tissue, while the second and third columns indicate
number shared with larvae (out of 24 larval significantly-enriched modules). The last column
indicates the total number of genes in these shared modules.
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Table S3. Nurse head social connectivity GO terms based on GSEA of social connectivity.
P-value (unadjusted) is from Kolmogorov Smirnov (K-S) test. Enriched terms have higher than
expected social connectivity in nurse heads.
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Table S4. Nurse abdomen GO terms based on GSEA of social connectivity.
P-value (unadjusted) is from Kolmogorov Smirnov (K-S) test. Enriched terms have higher than
expected social connectivity in nurse abdomens.
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Table S5. Top 20 genes by social connectivity in nurses.
SwissProt ID is listed from automated annotation where a term was found.
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Table S6. SwissProt annotations for the top genes coding for secreted proteins, sorted by
social connectivity.
Only genes with SwissProt annotations are included. All genes listed encode for secreted proteins
in D. melanogaster.
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Abstract
Natural selection acts on trait variation and ultimately shapes patterns of sequence variation at
underlying genes. The strength of selection experienced by a given gene is described by its
selection coefficient, which can be modulated by factors such as conditional expression and
indirect (i.e. kin) selection. Social insects present an excellent opportunity to explore the interplay
among these factors because distinct types of individuals (i.e. castes) experience distinct patterns
of phenotypic selection, and traits associated with the sterile worker caste experience kin
selection. The recent increasing availability of transcriptomic and population genomic datasets
has allowed researchers studying social insects to identify genes putatively associated with queen
and worker traits and begin to detail their relative patterns of molecular evolution. Here, we
review previous empirical work on the topic, synthesize the factors that in theory govern the
evolution of caste-associated genes, and discuss how these factors interact with the evolution of
caste-biased expression. In addition, we present novel analyses for honey bees and pharaoh ants
using the most comprehensive caste-specific transcriptomic and population genomic datasets
available. We conclude with a discussion of standing issues in the field as well as
recommendations for future research into the general question of how patterns of phenotypic
selection, plasticity, and indirect selection shape molecular evolution.
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Introduction
Natural selection acts on traits when variation in individuals’ traits causes variation in their
lifetime reproductive success1. Ultimately, patterns of selection acting on trait variation influence
the selection coefficient experienced by genetic variants, or alleles, where the selection
coefficient quantifies the relative fitness cost or benefit of a given allele2. An allele’s relative
fitness is summed across all contexts (i.e. traits, individuals, environments) which affect the
likelihood of the allele’s transmission3. For example, if an allele only has fitness effects in a
subset of individuals or environments (i.e. when a gene is conditionally expressed), it will
experience a reduced selection coefficient because copies of non-expressed alleles are effectively
hidden from selection4,5. Similarly, if a gene affects the fitness of relatives rather than the bearer
of the gene (i.e. through kin selection6), it will experience a reduced selection coefficient because
the strength of the association between genotype and fitness is effectively weakend, modulated by
the relatedness coefficient between social partners7,8.
While virtually all organisms participate in some degree of social interactions9, these
effects are most prominent in social insect societies10. In social insects, colonies divide labor
among the reproductive caste (queens, also kings in termites) and the non-reproductive worker
caste11. When workers are completely sterile, the fitness of alleles with effects on worker traits is
solely determined by their effects on the lifetime reproductive success of related fully fertile
queens and males6,12,13. The recent increasing availability of transcriptomic and population
genomic datasets has allowed researchers studying social insects to identify genes putatively
associated with queen and worker traits and begin to characterize their relative patterns of
molecular evolution14–16.
In this article, we begin by reviewing existing empirical work regarding the evolution of
genes with caste-biased expression and illustrate that a variety of methods, results, and
interpretations have been presented. We synthesize and review the theoretical factors that can
affect the expected patterns of genetic variation within and between population for genes
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associated with caste, including patterns of phenotypic selection and fundamental population
genetic factors. We discuss how assessing related hypotheses can be complicated by generally
relaxed selection on genes that tend to be plastically expressed. Next, we present new analyses
using newly available honey bee (Apis mellifera) and pharaoh ant (Monomorium pharaonis)
caste-specific transcriptomic datasets17 together with existing population genomic data15,16. We
discuss our new results in the context of previous studies, clarify caveats and limitations
associated with all of these studies, and conclude with recommendations for future investigations
into the molecular evolution of genes associated with social insect caste. While our discussion
and analysis is focused on social insect reproductive caste, we think that caste can serve as a
general model for understanding the molecular evolution of genes underlying social7,
phenotypically plastic, or polyphenic traits in general18.

Review of empirical analyses
Studies investigating the molecular evolution of caste-biased genes have largely focused on
either: 1) evolutionary rates of caste-biased (towards either caste) versus non-biased genes or 2)
rates of positive selection experienced by queen- versus worker-biased genes. Studies in the first
category have typically utilized solely divergence data between species (i.e dN/dS or rate of
amino acid evolution), while studies in the second category have usually also incorporated
population genomic data (though see14,19).
Studies focused on divergence have found that the degree of caste-biased expression is
positively associated with dN/dS, the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous
substitutions14,17,20,21. Several lines of evidence suggest that this may be due to the preferential
recruitment of genes characterized by relaxed selection on coding sequence and expression
profile. Expression variation between castes was correlated to expression variation among
individuals of the same caste in the ants Solenopsis invicta22 and Cardiocondyla obscurior21. In
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the pharaoh ant M. pharaonis and the honey bee A. mellifera, the overall degree of caste-biased
expression across developmental stages and tissues was correlated to the overall degree of biased
expression between nurses and foragers, caste-bias was correlated between the two species, and
caste-bias was correlated to expression tissue-specificity in A. mellifera17. Interestingly, genes
that were caste-biased in S. invicta exhibited elevated rates of dN/dS along the branch leading to
the nonsocial Nasonia vitripennis, which could indicate that such genes were plastically
expressed and weakly selected ancestrally14. Therefore, there may be a correlation between castebiased expression and evolutionary rate, not as a result of genes’ association with a certain caste
but rather because genes with caste-biased expression may be derived from weakly constrained
genes that generally exhibit highly variable and unregulated expression patterns across
contexts21,23.
Among investigations in the second category (queen- vs. worker-biased genes), initial
studies compared the overall evolutionary rate of caste-biased genes in terms of amino acid
substitution rate or dN/dS with variable results14,19,24. However, population genomic data is
required to disentangle the selective pressures experienced by genes because positive selection
and drift can have similar effects on divergence but contrasting effects on within-population
variation25,26. To date, four studies have explicitly compared the selective pressures experienced
by queen- and worker-biased genes using population genomic data15,16,27,28. These studies used
extensions of the McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test29 to estimate g, the selection coefficient30, or a,
the proportion of substitutions between the focal population and outgroup species that were
adaptive31,32.
These four studies have found somewhat varied results using a variety of methods to
identify caste-associated genes (see Table 1). In A. mellifera, worker-biased genes exhibited
higher average g values than queen-biased genes15, but the opposite pattern was observed in the
bumble bee Bombus terrestris27 and paper wasp Polistes dominula28. In M. pharaonis, queen-
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biased genes exhibited a higher value of a than worker-biased genes as well as higher estimates
of the overall effect of positive selection16. It is possible that variability between species could
stem from natural history differences that could affect selective pressures acting on queen- and
worker-biased genes27,28 (see below), though there are also potential methodological issues (see
Discussion).

Theoretical expectations for the evolution of caste-biased genes
Phenotypic patterns of selection acting on queen and worker traits
Eusocial insect societies are often referred to as “superorganisms” because the tasks and
behaviors of queens and workers are so well integrated that they functionally resemble a single
collective entity33. As such, the traits expressed by queens and workers are both clearly essential
for colony function and reproduction, in much the same way that germline and somatic cells are
both essential for the function and reproduction of multicellular organisms. However, it is
generally unclear how variation in queen and worker traits influences colony productivity and
reproduction -- that is, the pattern and magnitude of phenotypic selection on queen and worker
traits is little studied34,35, let alone the relative pattern and magnitude of phenotypic selection on
queen versus worker traits.
The morphology and tasks performed by workers vary widely across social insect
species, and well-known lineage-specific adaptations such as the farming of fungus and
specialized communication systems (e.g. honey bee waggle dance) are primarily defined by
worker traits11. In contrast, a queen’s main job -- reproduction -- is relatively constant throughout
eusocial insects. As such, it has been suggested that worker traits, rather than queen traits, are
mainly responsible for eusocial adaptations and are common targets of directional selection15,26,36.
However, there are also many reasons to expect strong selection on queen traits. Queens’
ability to lay many high-quality eggs is almost certainly under strong selection, given that a
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steady supply of new workers is essential for colony success37. In species characterized by the
presence of multiple mated queens during at least some periods of colony ontogeny, queen-queen
conflict can also occur38–40, which could lead to directional selection on traits such as fecundity.
In honey bees, emerging virgin queens seek out and kill other virgin queens, often before they
have fully emerged from queen cells41,42, which should cause strong selection on fighting ability
as well as development time.
It is also likely that the mode of colony founding practiced by species will affect
patterns of queen-specific selection across social insect species. In species characterized by
independent colony founding, queens mate and found colonies alone, rearing the first brood of
offspring until they emerge as the colony’s first workers43. Because this life history stage is often
responsible for a large proportion of mortality44,45, the relevant queen traits affecting success of
colony founding will experience very strong selection. In other species, queens found colonies
dependently, with the help of workers, which disperse in swarms (in bees and wasps) or on foot
(in ants) to found new nests43, which likely results in little or no selection acting on queen traits
relevant to colony founding. Importantly, this factor should only important during the founding
stage, so we don’t expect selective pressures to necessarily differ for queens as a function of
colony founding after the founding stage is complete.

Population genetic theory and caste
Kin selection theory has long provided the dominant conceptual framework for explaining the
evolution of cooperation and conflict across the tree of life6,13, but it is perhaps best known as
providing a framework for understanding the evolution of the sterile worker caste in social
insects12,46. The traits of reproductive queens directly affect queen fitness and thereby experience
direct selection. In contrast, traits of sterile workers affect the fitness of fully fertile relatives
(queens and males) indirectly7. As long as workers do not reproduce, this means that workerassociated traits experience indirect selection, through the fitness of related queens and males6
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(Fig. 1). For traits with direct effects, the individual expressing the trait is the same as the
individual experiencing fitness effects. For traits with indirect effects, these are different
individuals, which means that the relationship between the genotype underlying the trait (in
workers) and the phenotype experiencing selection (in queens) is reduced by a factor of
relatedness between the interacting individuals (here, queens and workers)7,8. Therefore, given
equal magnitudes and patterns of phenotypic selection on queen and worker traits, alleles
underlying worker traits will necessarily experience reduced selection coefficients in comparison
to alleles underlying queen traits, proportional to relatedness between queens and workers7,8.
Increasing either the number of males queens mate with or the number of queens in colonies
decreases relatedness47, so selection on genes underlying worker traits is expected to be further
relaxed in species with multiple queens or in which queens mate with multiple males.
In principle, this leads to the clear prediction that worker-specific genes should exhibit
higher levels of within-species polymorphism (reflecting relaxed purifying selection, i.e. relaxed
selective constraint) and lower levels of adaptive evolution (reflecting relaxed positive selection)
between species. Importantly, these predictions assume that the magnitude and pattern of
selection on queen and worker traits are equal7,8. As we discussed above, this assumption is
probably violated frequently, but kin selection serves as an effective null expectation by which to
view the evolution of genes underlying queen and worker traits. That is, kin selection is
fundamental and will always be a force when workers do not reproduce and queens do, so results
inconsistent with these basic predictions indicate that the patterns of selection on queen and
worker traits are not equal in the instance studied.
The reasoning above also assumes the presence of genes exclusively associated with
either the queen or worker caste, but genes may be associated with both castes. In this case, an
allele’s fitness is summed across both direct effects (in this case, queen effects) and effects on
social partners (stemming from worker traits)3,7, which will in turn affect the selection coefficient
experienced by such pleiotropic alleles. For example, if an allele is beneficial for queen traits but
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detrimental for worker traits, or vise versa, positive selection on such an allele can be hampered48–
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. The same concept applies to pleiotropy in general, where the fitness effects of an allele are

summed across all tissues, environments, etc. it is expressed in3.
Along these lines, genes underlying conditionally-expressed traits experience reduced
selection coefficients proportional to the frequency of trait expression, where a conditionallyexpressed trait is expressed by a subset of reproductive individuals within a population such as in
alternative morphs, generations, or environments4,5. Researchers have often invoked conditional
expression theory when discussing the evolution of caste-biased genes14,21,23. However, because
workers do not typically reproduce and colony reproduction depends upon both queen and worker
traits, caste is not formally a conditionally-expressed trait. That is, both queen and worker traits
are always expressed in each generation/environment, so caste-specific traits cannot actually be
hidden from selection due to conditional expression. Therefore, the effect of pleiotropy with
respect to caste on molecular evolution as discussed here is actually identical to the effect of
pleiotropy between tissues or developmental stages within an organism51.

The origin of caste-biased gene expression
The previous section detailed the population genetic consequences of genes being associated with
caste, but a related important question is how caste-biased expression arises in the first place23.
Polyphenic traits are often thought to evolve from pre-existing phenotypic plasticity52. In much
the same way, it is possible that morph- or caste-biased genes are derived from genes which were
previously plastically expressed across environments, tissues, or individuals23. If this is the case,
an important question is the nature of such plasticity21. Genes that are tightly regulated but
expressed in an environment- or tissue-specific way could be readily recruited for phenotypic
dimorphisms53,54 such as caste because they are already tightly but variably regulated. In this case,
caste-biased expression would simply represent a novel regulatory context, likely only requiring
the addition or modification of a cis-regulatory binding site. Alternatively, genes can exhibit non124

adaptive, or neutral, expression plasticity55. If a gene is weakly regulated (i.e. exhibits noisy
expression), a regulatory mutation changing expression of the gene in one caste but not the other
could have negligible fitness effects and could reach fixation via drift23. This would likely be the
case for genes that initially have relatively weak effects on fitness, but such genes could of course
be important for novel functions after they become caste-biased.
Both of these mechanisms by which genes can acquire caste bias affect the molecular
evolution of such genes similarly. Namely, genes which are generally weakly regulated are likely
to experience relaxed selection due to weak fitness effects, and genes expressed in a tissue- or
environment-specific manner can experience relaxed selection due to diminished pleiotropy51 or
conditional expression5. It is unknown how this would affect contemporary selective pressures on
genes, but if genes maintain tissue-specificity or even weak regulation after becoming castebiased, these intrinsic features would continue to affect the selective pressures experienced by
such genes. Therefore, genes that are caste-biased may be expected to evolve rapidly in
comparison to non-biased genes due to intrinsic features of such genes rather than as a result of
association with caste per se. In principle, these mechanisms can be disentangled with reliable
individual-level expression profiling, reconstruction of ancestral expression profiles, and
reconstruction of ancestral evolutionary rates23.

Selection on caste-biased genes in ants and honey bees
Previously, we presented caste-specific RNA-seq data on the honey bee A. mellifera and the
pharaoh ant M. pharaonis spanning larval, pupal, and adult life stages as well as adult tissues
head, thorax, and abdomen17. This is the most comprehensive available social insect RNA-seq
dataset, in that it contains the most tissues and developmental stages and was collected in parallel
for both species. As reviewed above, both species have previously been analyzed with regard to
the evolution of caste-biased genes15,16, but the data and methodology used varied tremendously.
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Here, we combine this RNA-seq data with available population genomic data from each
species15,16 to estimate f, the proportion of loci that are estimated to be evolving in the absence of
selective constraint, as well as to identify genes with statistically significant evidence of positive
selection30. We focus mainly on f as an estimate of selection rather than g because it is estimated
mainly from within-population samples30 while estimates of g depend on the identity of the
outgroup species. Furthermore, differences in mean values of f reflect differences in the strength
of selection, while differences in the mean value of g can reflect contribution from unequal
amounts of positive and negative selection (see Discussion for further exploration of these
issues).
In M. pharaonis, worker-biased abdominal genes on average exhibited higher values of f
than queen-biased abdominal genes (Fig. 2a; Wilcoxon test; P < 0.001), indicating relaxed
selective constraint, but the effect was reversed for caste-biased genes in the head (P = 0.003),
thorax (P < 0.001), and pupal stage (P = 0.003), where queen-biased genes tended to exhibit
higher values of f (Fig. 2a). Patterns in A. mellifera were more consistent: worker-biased genes on
average exhibited higher values of f than queen-biased genes in all tissues except pupae (Fig. 2b;
Wilcoxon test; larvae: P = 0.005, pupae: P = 0.408, head: P < 0.001, thorax: P = 0.001, abdomen:
P < 0.001). In both species, many fewer genes were differentially expressed in larvae and pupae
in comparison to adult tissues (Fig. 2; generally hundreds compared to thousands), which likely
hinders our ability to detect significant differences in f.
In this analysis, we identified caste-biased genes by comparing mated queens to workers,
where workers included both nurses and foragers17. To test whether these patterns are a result of
caste, reproduction, or comparison to specific classes of workers, we repeated our analysis by
comparing mated queens to other types of individuals. In general, the patterns we find are
consistent whether we compare mated queens to virgin queens (Fig. S1), just nurses (Fig. S2), or
just foragers (Fig. S3), with the only exception being the comparison between queen-biased and
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forager-biased genes in the head, where there was no difference between castes (P = 0.06).
Finally, while there was often a difference between average f value for genes biased towards a
certain caste and non-biased genes, non-biased genes generally did not exhibit lower average
values of f than both classes of caste-biased genes (Fig. 2).
While outside the main focus of this paper, we also wanted to look for signatures of
positive selection on caste-biased genes. The probabilistic population genomic model we used
constructs MK-like hypothesis tests to identify genes for which the null hypothesis of no positive
selection can be rejected30. We identified 754 genes in M. pharaonis and 128 genes in A.
mellifera (out of 9696 and 9412 genes, respectively) for which the null hypothesis of no positive
selection can be rejected (i.e. these 754 and 128 genes, respectively, show evidence of positive
selection). Depending on the tissue, these positively selected genes were sometimes nonrandomly distributed among queen-, worker-, and non-biased genes, though overall numbers are
low and the direction of the effect varies based on tissue (Fig. 3). This indicates that positive
selection has occurred, but it is not systematically associated with only one caste in either species.

Discussion
Studying the relationship molecular evolution of genes associated with social insect caste is
complicated because the underlying biology is inherently complex. If genes are exclusively
associated with either queens or workers, and if the patterns and magnitude of phenotypic
selection on caste-associated traits are equal, we can easily derive the prediction that workerassociated genes should experience relaxed selection relative to queen-associated genes7,8.
However, these two assumptions will clearly be frequently violated. Furthermore, these
predictions also assume that the patterns of genetic variation in caste-associated genes vary as a
result of association with caste, but it is possible that certain types of genes with distinct
evolutionary features are simply more likely to be involved with phenotypes such as caste17,21,23.
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Finally, all of these downstream analyses rely in the first place on our ability to identify genes
associated with caste, using gene expression data. In this final section, we will interpret common
findings within the field and their biological basis, point out potential methodological issues that
have likely contributed to inconsistent findings across studies, and provide recommendations for
future research.

Towards reconciling population genomic results across species
As reviewed above, studies which have incorporated population genomic data have produced
somewhat varied results, possibly due to natural history differences in the studied species27,28. In
particular, A. mellifera (honey bee) queens found colonies dependently, with the help of workers
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, while B. terrestris (bumble bee)57 and P. dominula (paper wasp)58 queens found colonies

independently. M. pharaonis (pharaoh ant) queens also found colonies with the help of
workers59,60, but colonies also contain many queens61, which reduces within-colony relatedness
and thereby the strength of kin selection acting on worker traits7,8 (though note that A. mellifera
queens mate with many males56 which would also lower within-colony relatedness7,8).
Interestingly, genes upregulated in B. terrestris foundress fat bodies relative to mated or
diapausing female reproductives experienced the highest rate of positive selection (defined as
number of genes with g > 1)27. While this result is somewhat preliminary, we recommend that
following similar methodology will prove to be a particularly useful strategy to assess the impact
of colony founding on selective pressures.
As we described in detail above, we agree that natural history differences, particularly in
the mode of colony founding, are likely to have strong effects on the relative patterns of
phenotypic selection acting on queen and worker traits. If selection on worker traits is stronger
than selection on queen traits by a factor greater than relatedness, such patterns can outweigh the
effects of kin selection, as previously suggested15. However, these studies have utilized species
separated by wide phylogenetic distances, making it difficult to infer what factors drive the
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observed differences. To quantify the effects of natural history on patterns of molecular
evolution, it is essential to systematically compare sets of closely-related species differing in traits
of interest (e.g. colony founding, social complexity) within a formal phylogenetic comparative
framework62,63.
The three studies outside of ants also relied on only a few hundred differentially
expressed genes (Table 1), derived from protein expression data15,64, microarray data27, or wholebody RNA-seq data28. In A. mellifera, differential expression varies dramatically based on tissue
and developmental stage, but we identified from hundreds to thousands of differentially
expressed genes17 (Fig 2b). It is likely that patterns of selection inferred will vary based on tissue
studied, as we see for M. pharaonis (Fig 2a), which may be expected given that the relative
strength of phenotypic selection on queen and worker traits could vary based on tissue (e.g. queen
abdomens are clearly highly important for reproduction). Future studies should seek to
encapsulate a larger range of developmental stages and tissues to identify caste-associated genes,
which will make assessing the generality of findings much more possible.
On face value, it would appear that our results for honey bees (Fig 3b, reduced purifying
selection/selective constraint for worker-biased genes) contradict previous findings of increased
positive selection on worker-biased genes15. However, previous results have been derived by
comparing average values of g across genes15,27,28. g is a gene-specific estimate of the selection
coefficient, and can take on positive values (representing positive selection) as well as negative
values (representing purifying selection)30. Therefore, higher average g values across genes could
indicate more positive selection acting on worker-biased genes (as previously interpreted15), but it
could just as well be caused by stronger purifying selection acting on queen-biased genes, as we
see in our study (Fig 2b) (i.e. more queen-biased genes could have negative g values). This is
similar to general issues with comparing mean values of dN/dS, which can obscure the relative
importance of positive selection and drift26. To further assess the rate of positive selection on
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caste-biased genes, we implemented a probabilistic model to conservatively identify genes for
which the null hypothesis of no positive selection could be rejected30, (note that this is not
necessarily the same as genes with g > 1, which has previously been used to identify genes
experiencing positive selection15,27,28). We found positively selected genes were sometimes
associated with a certain caste, but these patterns varied based on species and tissue (Fig. 3).
Understanding the role of positive selection on shaping patterns of genetic variation is
clearly a major goal within biology65, but tests for positive selection rely on the identification of
an outgroup individual or population66. Divergence between the outgroup and focal population
could clearly be caused by positive selection occurring in the outgroup lineage, which is
particularly problematic if caste-biased expression has evolved since the divergence of the two
species 23. Caste-biased expression appears to evolve rapidly within ants67,68, and sex-biased
expression is similarly variable across tissues, populations, and species18. Therefore, it may be
most productive to focus on measures based on population-level genetic variation (e.g. p69).
Divergence could also be quantified between separate populations of the same species where
population structure is well known. Given the vast population genomic resources of honey
bees15,70, it would be useful to quantify caste-biased expression in multiple populations, identify
genes which show signs of local adaptation versus genes with highly constrained coding
sequences, and relate these signatures of selection to caste-biased expression.

Caste-biased genes are variably expressed and rapidly evolving
Genes that are generally highly caste-biased tend to exhibit generally variable expression17,21,22.
This mirrors results in spadefoot toads, where morph-biased genes were also variably expressed
among individuals of the same morph71. Along the same lines, genes associated with caste17,67,68
or social processes in general often tend to be loosely connected within gene coexpression
networks72–74. Loosely connected genes tend to exhibit idiosyncratic expression profiles in
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comparison to the rest of the transcriptome (i.e. expression profiles of loosely connected genes
are less correlated to expression profiles of highly connected genes)75. Altogether, these results
suggest that expression variability is correlated across contexts including caste17. This is similar
to results from investigations of sex-biased genes, where genes that are highly sex-biased tend to
also exhibit tissue-specific expression patterns53,54,76.
Given that RNA-seq experiments in social insects have thus far involved generally low
replication and pooling of samples across many tissue types, it is natural to ask whether
expression variability is biologically meaningful. However, even in single-cell RNA-sequencing
expression variability is widespread, and much of this variability seems to be functional rather
than a result of technical issues77,78. For example, expression variability among cells is heritable,
and genes with high expression variability among cells tend to be important for cell-specific
functions79. Expression variability also tends to be conserved across evolution, as expression
variability within embryonic stem cells is correlated between mouse and human80 and organ-level
expression variability is conserved and associated with disease-related genes across vertebrates81.
Therefore, we expect that researchers will continue to find that expression variability is correlated
across contexts including caste.
If expression variability is meaningful, what are the consequences of this variability?
Research across many other polyphenisms71,82–84 as well as for sexual dimorphism85 has shown
that morph-bias is often correlated with elevated evolutionary rates. In organisms with multiple
reproductive morphs, this is consistent with conditional expression theory4,5. However, as we
discussed above, conditional expression theory does not apply to social insects, yet we still
observe a similar pattern. Furthermore, in many studies the correlation of caste-biased expression
and evolutionary rate is not qualitatively different from the correlation of biased expression in
other contexts (e.g. behavior, development, tissue) and evolutionary rate14,17,84. This reinforces the
notion that the relevant correlation is simply between expression variability and evolutionary rate
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-- genes with variable expression patterns are also weakly constrained at the sequence level,
which leads to the correlation between caste-biased expression and evolutionary rate23.
A related common finding from the last decade of investigations of caste-specific
expression profiles is the tendency of genes associated with caste to be evolutionarily young, or
taxonomically restricted15–17,27,36,86. We expect evolutionarily young genes to initially be much
more weakly constrained in terms of sequence evolution and expression profile, so it makes sense
that these genes would readily be co-opted for caste functions 17. Given the arguments above
though, it is interesting that evolutionarily young genes are often specifically workerbiased16,36,86,87, where if caste-biased genes are generally variably expressed we might expect
queen-biased genes to also be evolutionarily young. However, genes that are queen-biased in both
M. pharaonis and A. mellifera tend to be associated with highly conserved processes underlying
female reproduction17, so it is possible that much of the genetic circuitry underlying queen
function could be derived from genes underlying homologous functions in solitary ancestors88,89.
In contrast, the tendency of worker-biased genes to be evolutionarily young could hint at their
role in phenotypic novelties associated with the worker caste90,91.

Identification of genes associated with caste
The identification of genes specifically associated with queen and worker phenotypes is a major
goal for the studies reviewed here as well as for studies focused on the molecular mechanisms of
caste92–94. However, few to no genes are exclusively expressed in one caste95, and the direction of
caste-bias varies according to development stage16,17,96–98, age20, and tissue16,17,20,99. Given the lack
of caste-specific genes, studies have assumed that genes significantly upregulated in one caste
still tend to be functionally associated with the expression of phenotypes of that caste15. However,
it is important to ask how meaningful differential expression between castes actually is.
The degree of caste-biased gene expression does seem to be related to the degree of
phenotypic dimorphism. Few genes are differentially expressed between reproductive and non132

reproductive morphs of species lacking queen-worker dimorphism100 compared to the thousands
of caste-biased genes that can be identified in species with strong queen-worker dimorphism16,17,
though note the number of differentially expressed genes identified depends upon sample size and
the threshold value for significance. Furthermore, the number of genes differentially expressed
between queens and workers increases across development, as expected given that queen-worker
phenotypic dimorphism increases across development16. Transcriptional and phenotypic
dimorphism are also generally correlated in the case of sexual dimorphism18, though sex-biased
expression is not always reflective of sex-specific phenotypic effects101. On a broad scale, these
results suggest that caste-biased expression does likely have biologically meaningful
consequences, but the association between expression and phenotype could be relatively weak.
At this point, as described above, researchers have mostly identified genes associated
with caste by measuring gene expression. It would also be interesting to investigate the selective
pressures on gene expression itself, or on regulatory regions more generally. By performing
individual-level gene expression profiling across populations or species, it is possible to identify
genes for which expression level itself has experienced positive or negative selection102,103. Under
these models, gene expression is treated as a quantitative trait which in social insects could be
subject to the caste-specific selective pressures we have discussed. Additionally, researchers
could look at cis-regulatory regions of caste-associated genes to assess selective pressures on the
expression level of caste-associated genes. A previous study in A. mellifera showed that workerbiased genes tended to have cis-regulatory sites that were enriched for signs of local adaptation104,
and regulatory evolution is often thought to be key to adaptation105,106.

Conclusions
The past decade of research into the evolution of caste-associated genes has yielded many
interesting findings, but there is clearly much left to explore. Many of the issues as well as goals
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laid out in this article will be best addressed with more population genomic and transcriptomic
sequencing. As sequencing costs continue to decline, it will be more feasible to sample a wider
range of tissues and developmental stages with better replication to improve the resolution of
caste-biased genes. Widespread sampling of closely related species combined with formal
phylogenetic methods62,63 can then assess the impacts of natural history variation (e.g. colony
founding, polygyny, etc.) on tissue- and caste-selective pressures. However, upstream of all these
exciting potential analyses, a key question for the field is how well caste-biased expression
reflects caste-specific phenotypic effects. Manipulative studies will be useful to validate, at least
on the small scale, the relationship between caste-biased expression and caste-specific phenotypic
effects94,107. Techniques such as quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping108 and genome-wide
association studies (GWAS)109 can also harness natural variation to identify loci with castespecific phenotypic effects, which can be compared with measurements of caste-biased gene
expression. It is likely that relationships between caste-biased expression and molecular evolution
will remain variable and often opaque, but with improved sampling and methodology we can
hope to make use of this variability to understand how plasticity, kin selection, and patterns of
phenotypic selection interact to shape patterns of molecular evolution.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Worker traits experience indirect selection based on the reproductive success of
related queens and males. “Locus A” and “Locus B” refer to two separate loci (genes or
regulatory regions) that affect queen and worker traits respectively (blue arrows). Queen traits
directly (bD) influence egg production, and worker traits indirectly (bI) influence egg production,
for example via provisioning of queens. Eggs develop into new workers, queens, and males, and
their survival (dashed arrows) is dependent upon worker traits. Loci associated with queen and
worker traits then experience natural selection as a result of queen and male production (red
arrows). Because queens directly impact queen and male production by producing eggs, genes
associated with queens experience natural selection directly. Because workers do not reproduce
and indirectly affect the production of new queens and males, genes associated with workers
experience kin selection, or indirect selection, with a strength of selection modulated by
relatedness between queens and workers (r). βD refers to direct effects, while βI refers to indirect
effects.
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Figure 2. Selective constraint acting on caste-biased genes. The y-axis indicates the proportion of
sites within each gene which are predicted to be evolving by drift, in the absence of purifying
selection. Higher values of f indicate less selective constraint is operating on a given gene.
Boxplots represent median values and upper and lower quantiles. Worker samples contain both
nurses and foragers in this analysis, and queen samples are from mated queens. ** = P < 0.01,
*** = P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon test, comparing queen-biased to worker-biased genes). Number of
caste-associated differentially-expressed genes in ants, larva to abdomen: N = 319, 244, 650,
1159, 3891; honey bees, larva to abdomen: N = 421, 213, 997, 1214, 4641.
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Figure 3. Number of positively selected genes, sorted by caste-bias in each tissue.
Numbers in each cell refer to the number of genes identified as being positively selected, with the
number in parentheses the total number of differentially expressed genes for that caste/tissue
combination. Color refers to pearson residuals of a chi-square test, such that blue indicates cells
with greater than expected numbers of positively-selected genes and red indicates cells with
fewer than expected positively-selected genes. Positively-selected genes are non-randomly
distributed in ant pupae (Chi-square test, P = 0.020) and heads (P = 0.009), and honey bee larvae
(P = 0.040), pupae (P < 0.001), heads (P < 0.001), and thoraces (P = 0.006), but not ant larvae,
thoraces, or abdomens or honey bee abdomens (P > 0.05).
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Figure S1. Selective constraint for genes differentially expressed between mated and virgin
queens. The y-axis indicates the proportion of sites within each gene which are predicted to be
evolving by drift, in the absence of purifying selection. Higher values of f indicate less selective
constraint is operating on a given gene. Boxplots represent median values and upper and lower
quantiles. *** = P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon test, comparing mated queen-biased to virgin queen-biased
genes). Number of differentially-expressed genes between mated and virgin queens in ants, head
to abdomen: N = 1677, 2211, 2529; honey bees, head to abdomen: N = 589, 1184, 5116.
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Figure S2. Selective constraint acting on genes differentially expressed between mated queens
and foragers. The y-axis indicates the proportion of sites within each gene which are predicted to
be evolving by drift, in the absence of purifying selection. Higher values of f indicate less
selective constraint is operating on a given gene. Boxplots represent median values and upper and
lower quantiles. Queen samples are from mated queens. *** = P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon test,
comparing queen-biased to nurse-biased genes). Number of differentially-expressed genes
between mated queens and nurses in ants, head to abdomen: N = 684, 1289, 3519; honey bees,
head to abdomen: N = 1047, 2547, 5440.
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Figure S3. Selective constraint acting on genes differentially expressed between mated queens
and nurses. The y-axis indicates the proportion of sites within each gene which are predicted to be
evolving by drift, in the absence of purifying selection. Higher values of f indicate less selective
constraint is operating on a given gene. Boxplots represent median values and upper and lower
quantiles. Queen samples are from mated queens. * = P < 0.05, *** = P < 0.001 (Wilcoxon test,
comparing queen-biased to forager-biased genes). Number of differentially-expressed genes
between mated queens and foragers in ants, head to abdomen: N = 1110, 1710, 2662; honey bees,
head to abdomen: N = 704, 1454, 4853.
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Mode of
colony
founding

Number
of queens

Samples used for
identification of castebiased genes

Number of
DEGs

Apis
mellifera

Dependent

1

Mean expression across 26
tissues (Chan et al. 2013)

Bombus
terrestris

Independent

1

Monomorium
pharaonis

Dependent

Polistes
dominula

Independent

Species

Main
result

Reference

169

g (worker)
>
g (queen)

Harpur et al.
2014

Adult brains

377

g (queen)
>
g worker

Harpur et al.
2017

>> 1

Separately quantified
caste-bias in: larva; pupa;
adult head, thorax, and
abdomen

1517-3514
(depending
on tissue)

g (queen)
>
g (worker)

Warner et
al. 2017

1

Adult whole bodies

401

g (queen)
>
g (worker)

Dogantzis et
al. 2018

Table 1. Summary of species characteristics, methodology, and results for
population genomic studies.
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusion
Nearly all organisms are social1, but the zenith of social life occurs within eusocial insect
societies, which function as individual entities despite being composed of up to millions of
animals2. As such, social insect societies have long been thought of as excellent model systems to
understand sociality and organismality3–6. In this thesis, I sought to identify genes associated with
caste-based division of labor and social interactions and test how they evolve, all the while
incorporating general evolutionary theory for which social insects represent excellent test
subjects7.
One of the major controversies in the field of sociogenomics has been the relative role of
highly conserved8 versus novel or lineage-specific genetic elements9 in the independent origins of
eusociality. In chapter 2, I presented evidence for the importance of both types of genes: highly
conserved genes underlying female reproduction were associated with queen abdomens in both
ants and honey bees (which represent independent origins of eusociality10), but the vast majority
of genes exhibited lineage-specific expression patterns and were often evolutionarily young, i.e.
taxonomically restricted.
Previous papers failed to find a substantial overlap of caste-associated genes between
independent origins of eusociality11,12, and both comparative genomic and transcriptomic studies
have focused on identifying common important functions12,13. I would argue that focusing on
functions (e.g. gene ontology) is not very useful -- functional categorization (particularly in nonmodel organisms) is prone to many issues, and commonly referenced functions such as
metabolism12 are rather uninteresting given that metabolism is broadly important for life in
general. If the goal of such studies is to identify molecular mechanisms that shape social
evolution across independent lineages, selecting candidate genes and performing careful
manipulative studies14,15 is preferable to simply identifying enriched gene ontology categories. On
the other hand, if determining the overall patterns of convergent molecular evolution is the goal
(as is the case for chapter 2), performing more large-scale sequencing experiments in parallel
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would be ideal. While initial studies have often failed to identify genes commonly associated with
division of labor12,16, it is possible that this is an issue of methodology, given that studies have
typically looked at a single tissue (e.g. brains11) or used whole-body samples12,16. Caste-biased
expression clearly varies across development stage17–20 (chapter 2) and tissue20–22 (chapter 2), so
future studies should encompass a wide range of tissues and developmental stages.
By the far the strongest signal of shared caste-biased expression between ants and honey
bees occurred in the abdomen (chapter 2). I would assume that we would find similar results in
other species, given that the largest difference between queens and workers is in reproduction
(signals of which should obviously be concentrated in the abdomen). Additionally, in both
pharaoh ants and honey bees, reproductive caste is fixed in adulthood23,24, so transcriptomic
differences in adult tissues reflect genes associated with caste but not responsible for caste
differentiation. These are clearly genes associated with caste-based division of labor and it is
interesting to compare them to understand broad patterns of caste-associated genes. However,
many researchers within the field are focused on using genomic and transcriptomic data to
identify candidate genes which can subsequently be manipulated15,25 to identify the proximate
drivers of division of labor.
For these reasons, if I were to design further comparative transcriptomic studies, I would
focus on larval development, when castes are differentiating. In chapter 2, we attempted to collect
paired samples across caste development in both ants and honey bees, but ultimately it is unclear
how to actually accomplish this, given that caste development is very different in ants and honey
bees, or how to analyze the data. I would recommend to start by looking within a single eusocial
lineage to identify genes commonly associated with caste differentiation. Even if we are
ultimately interested in broad patterns, I think some amount of manipulation in concert with such
comparative studies is necessary, as it is difficult to be confident in our ability to identify casteassociated genes without such biological confirmation.
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Improving our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of caste differentiation would
also improve our ability to build on our work in chapter 3, to identify genes responsible for the
social regulation of gene expression and larval development. Ideally, we would identify a larval
developmental stage in which castes diverge (though not necessarily where caste is determined)
and where we have evidence for nurse specialization on caste. We previously did not find
evidence for nurse specialization on caste in M. pharaonis26, but it is possible that with increased
sampling at specific stages specialization would be found. There does appear to be nurse
specialization based on larval stage26 (an important component of my analysis for chapter 3), but
it is more difficult to imagine what kind of phenotypic effects we could identify by manipulating
nurse specialists. Young and old larvae of course receive different diets, but it would probably be
more promising to manipulate the social regulation of larval development for larvae on parallel
developmental paths such as queens and workers.
While our lab has focused on M. pharaonis, it is possible that other species would be
more amenable for this type of research. Workers in species of the genus Pheidole are typically
polymorphic, where larger individuals known as soldiers specialize on colony defense and minor
workers carry out most other colony tasks23. Soldier caste determination is known to be socially
regulated, and the underlying molecular mechanisms are well-studied compared to caste
determination in most ants27. Importantly, soldier caste determination appears to involve a
developmental switch, mediated by juvenile hormone and responsive to nutrition28,29.
Conveniently, soldier production is inhibited in the presence of soldiers in colonies30, so genes
that differ in expression between nurses in colonies producing soldiers and not producing soldiers
could be promising candidates for manipulation. A similar dynamic governs queen production in
M. pharaonis31,32, but we surprisingly detected no genes differentially expressed according to
queen presence (chapter 3).
If no genes are differentially expressed between nurses in colonies producing soldiers
versus colonies producing solely minor workers, nurses may still specialize on feeding soldiers
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versus minor workers. If such specialization is found, a similar procedure as employed in chapter
3 could be beneficial. I would recommend collecting individuals (nurses and larvae) before and
after the hypothesized developmental switch, ideally sampling multiple tissues such as brains,
glands, and fat bodies. Following regulatory network reconstruction, socially important genes
could be identified and manipulated. I think this is a promising method, but some proportion of
candidates clearly need to be evaluated for their social regulatory effects to have confidence in
our results.
One of the strongest results from chapters 2 as well as from previous studies reviewed in
chapter 4 is a positive correlation between evolutionary rate and degree of caste-biased
expression. In chapter 3, we also found a positive correlation between social connectivity (a
measure of how strongly a gene affects expression in social partners) and selective constraint,
suggesting that highly social genes similarly experience relaxed selection. Genes underlying traits
with indirect effects are expected to experience relaxed selection relative to genes underlying
traits with direct effects on organismal fitness33,34 (chapter 4), but it is also possible that genes that
are generally evolving under relaxed selection are preferentially recruited for social regulatory
networks. In chapter 4, I go through this argument for caste-biased genes: caste-biased genes tend
to exhibit variable expression patterns across many contexts35,36 (chapter 2), and genes that are
variably expressed can exhibit rapid evolutionary rates due to a lack of pleiotropic constraints37.
Finally, along with relaxed selection on coding sequence, genes important for caste38 and
behavior39,40 have also been found to be evolutionarily young and loosely connected in regulatory
networks, both characteristics associated with caste-associated (chapter 2) and socially important
(chapter 3) genes in this thesis. As I argue in chapter 2, these characteristics are generally
consistent with relaxed selection acting on genes’ sequence and expression profile. Rapid
evolution has also been associated with morph-biased genes for other polyphenisms41–44 as well
as sexual dimorphism45, so it is possible that the features of caste-biased and socially important
genes found in this thesis are broadly important for plastically-expressed traits. In general,
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taxonomically restricted genes have also been increasingly associated with novel traits in other
organisms46–48 and are broadly thought to be important for the evolution of phenotypic novelty49–
52

. It is likely that genes which are relatively unconstrained can readily adopt new functions

important for the origin of polyphenisms and novel traits in general.
Social insects are exciting to study in their own right given the fascinating biology of the
superorganism53, but they also represent excellent models for a wide range of topics in biology.
Social insect societies are a characterized by a slew of dramatic adaptations (e.g. communication
systems, glands, and dramatically extended lifespan and reproductive capacity in queens)2, which
makes them excellent models for the evolution of novelty. One of the most important adaptations
of social insects is of course caste-based division of labor, which is an excellent model for the
study of phenotypic plasticity and epigenetics54,55. The sterile worker caste is the archetypal
example of altruism3, and is therefore one of the best models for studying the evolution of social
traits and effects of kin selection in general56. Overall, social insects represent test subjects at the
intersection of genetics, ecology, and evolution, and as such I expect the field to continue to grow
in our quest to understand the molecular basis of social living.
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